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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Rural America in the 1980's has witnessed many of the same

challenges and pressures that it did in the late 1950' s including net

out-rnigration, an aging population, and a decline in the importance of

agriculture in the rural economy. In both decades a Republican served

two terms as president, D. D. Eisenhower during the 1950 's and Ronald

Reagan in the 1980's. Political philosophies in both instances were

based on neo-oonservatism underlain by a "laissez faire" ideology and a

commitment to governmental decentralization. Federal policy placed

heavy reliance on the private sector as opposed to public interventions.

The rural crisis of the 1980's is similar to that of the 1950' s.

Small- and medium-sized farmers are faced with financial dilemmas and

overwhelming competition from the larger, family farms and corporate

farmers. Moreover, the survival of many small towns, particularly in

the Midwest, is very much in question.

In response to the growing economic and social problems of rural

America, President Eisenhower made an appeal, in his January 11, 1954

Special Message to Congress, that the federal government pay special

attention to those concerns unique to small farmers. 1 His address

contrasted with the Truman administration's rural and agricultural

policy in that it focused on small farmers and low-income rural persons

as opposed to commercial agriculture. 2 In his speech, President

Eisenhower stated:

"
! *

.
*
the chief beneficiaries of our farm programs have been the 2

million larger, more productive farm units. Production on nearly 3
million other farms is so limited that the families there on
benefit only in small degree from the type of programs that



heretofore have dominated our activities ..."

President Eisenhower also charged the Secretary of Agriculture and the

National Agricultural Advisory Commission with the responsibility to

complete a report covering the concerns of low income farmers. 3

Undoubtedly, Eisenhower's concern for rural America had its roots in his

own small town upbringing and the Republican voting nature of much of

the countryside.

Entitled "Development of Human Resources" (April 22, 1955) , the

report noted that the concept of income, as the major criterion, was too

limiting in its scope. The authors found that the issue was an

extremely complicated one, involving underemployment of labor and

resources, poor living conditions, and economic blight, together with a

deeply rooted problem in "human values — the lives and welfare of

people and of families . . .".4 Eased on the findings and

recommendations of this report, the Eisenhower Administration created

the Rural Development Program (RDP)

.

The RDP was the first comprehensive rural development program

sponsored by a Federal government. The program utilized the private

sector as well as civic and other community organizations in a

cooperative effort to help educate, train, and provide economic

opportunities for "qualified" rural persons. Comprehensive action was

also taken to improve local "quality of life." By emphasizing the use

of the private sector, the program was again somewhat consistent with

contemporary conservative political thought and economics.

Due to the historical parallels between the late 1950' s and the

1980's, the Rural Development Program, formulated under the Eisenhower



Administration, provides communities in the 1980's with ideas,

background and strategies for dealing with today's rural crisis. The

economic, political, and philosophical base that created a favorable

environment for the establishment of the RDP will be examined and placed

into a larger historical context. An account of the 1980's, focusing on

some of the same issues, will also be included so that the two eras can

be compared and contrasted.

A thorough literature review of the program will also be

necessary. The review will describe the role that the following played

in the RDP:

1. Government
A. Federal
B. State
C. Local

2. Independent Agencies
3. Private Organizations

A. Civic Groups
B. Churches
C. Businesses
D. Farm and Work Organizations

Next, the thesis will discuss the nature, successes, and

challenges of the various PDP activities. In these accounts, the

cooperative effort of the various groups, organizations, and officials

will be depicted. In addition, innovative development and its potential

to be integrated into today's economic and resource planning efforts,

will be assessed.

As a grassroots program, the individual programs were tailored to

reflect a community's strengths and needs. The local PDP programs were

coordinated by RDP agents that were appointed at the county level. RDP

agents were to involve many sectors in the program in an effort to allow



rural localities the opportunity to enrich intra-camiunity networking.

A program of this nature was also attractive to the private sector

because it helped to stimulate the economy by encouraging industry,

value-added production, and the enhancement of human capital. Both

planners and public administrators could benefit from studying the RDP

as it outlined various avenues from economic development and quality of

life improvement. In addition, the RDP also offered a unique approach

to implementation of program goals.

Literature describing the program's organization, goals,

philosophical basis, and outcomes can be found at the Eisenhower Library

in Abilene. KS. The literature includes RDP Annual Reports, minutes

from various RDP conferences, newsletters, and congressional hearings

concerning the RDP. Finally, an informal telephone survey was conducted

between August and September, 1988 with former RDP agents. A

geographical cross-section of counties was selected for surveying

purposes. While certain questions were used as a guideline for the

interview, participants were free to share any pertinent information.

These "oral histories" provided valuable insight into actual programs

"on the ground."

RDP Program Definition

Upon receipt of Agricultural Secretary Ezra Taft Benson's report,

Congress passed a bill to appropriate additional funds for the

Cooperative Extension to work with low income families. This became the

Rural Development Program. 5 Because the program centered on rural

development, as opposed to strictly agricultural development, it offered

a more comprehensive approach to the rural problem. 6 Rural development



focused on low income families with low levels of educational attainment

which limited their participation in local groups, politics, and within

the county. 7 Additional problems in many rural areas included dense

rural settlement with high birth rates and few outside jobs. Also, in

some areas steep topography and other natural conditions hindered the

adoption of modern farming techniques. Finally, hard labor as opposed

to mechanized labor, low education, and share cropping were often

predominant in lower income rural areas. 8 Thus, the Rural Development

Program permitted program coordinators to move beyond the boundaries of

the farm and the home unit in order to encompass a variety of actors

including national, state, and local governmental offices, the private

sector, educational institutions, religious and civic groups. 9 The

program, therefore, utilized community forces, which involved public and

private cooperation in an comprehensive effort to bring about rural

development. 10 low-income regions on which the RDP concentrated

included the Appalachian Mountains area, Southern Piedmont and Coastal

Plains, S.E. Hilly Areas of the Mississippi Delta, S.W. Sandy Costal

Area, the Ozarks, Areas in the Northern Lake States, Northwest New

Mexico, the Cascades, and the Northern Rockies. 11 The Program operated

under the assumption that while the government did not have the right to

interfere with "... the American philosophy that each individual make

his own decisions and set his own goals . . . ", it did have the

responsibility to ensure that such opportunities were made available. 12

These provisions would have allowed local persons the chance to make

decisions "... after they have been informed regarding the

opportunities and possibilities - the philosophy of self determination



Source: RD? Handbook, 1S59 p. 12
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and free enterprise backed by the interest and action of local people.

This program preserves the priceless American principle of freedom of

choice". 13 Success of the program was dependant upon local "grass

roots" participation which included the cooperation of local leaders and

agency workers. In an effort to be consistent with then contemporary

American political philosophy, the RDP was not intended to be a

"governmental program". 14

The following goal statement offers a general framework upon which

the program was built.

I. Rural Economic Development
A. Improved education

1. Vocational training so that off the farm opportunities
could be utilized on a part-time basis.

2. Extension services that would provide:
a. farm and home financial management information;
b. conservation, introduction of new enterprises, and

modern farming techniques;

3. Improved secondary education and counseling in schools
to aid rural youth in career opportunity.

4. Nutrition and health education

B. Industry and New Sources of Employment

1. Attempts to attract or start industries in rural areas
so that small farmers could afford to farm on a part-
time basis

2. Encourage rural persons to diversify goods and
services:
a. tourism
b. forestry and mining
c. commercial crops in demand

3. Provide adequate training and credit

II. Oiality of Life Improvements
A. Increase infrastructure
B. Availability of health clinics and facilities
C. Support of community civic and religious organizations

8



Historical Factors that Shaped the RDP

There were several underlying factors which contributed both to the

establishment and nature of the RDP. Motives that sparked the RDP

reflected a concern in Washington for the plight of rural America as

established by the "Development of Agriculture's Human Resources "

report. Don Paarlberg, a federal participant in the program, maintains

that these were not politically inspired and, therefore, they were not

necessarily "sponsored" by special interest groups. 15 In an effort to

preserve rural America, the RDP was created to facilitate the

technological, economic, and to some degree, social change that was

taking place in rural areas during the 1950's which was perceived as a

threat to many low-income families. Though the general overtone and

thrust of the program was directly reflected by the political & economic

views of the time, the program had had few strong advocates in

Washington. The program was therefore faced with limited funds and

support. Indifference, if anything, greeted the work of the RDP on the

national level.

Technological Changes

A common assumption of the 1950' s was that overall growth in output

would be restricted by a lack of technological advancement. 16

Agricultural mechanization began to increase after WW II with larger

tractors and more efficient machinery, improved soil, planting,

cultivating, harvesting, and storage were introduced and integrated into

the farm economy. 17 Agricultural researchers were responsible for

producing new varieties of wheat & com. 18 Commercialization brought

specialization, and it was now more profitable to specialize in one or



two crops as opposed to several. Fanners were becoming businessman and

managers as modern technology required expertise. 19 The coming of

mechanization also meant higher yields of crops with the use of far less

labor. Markets were soon flooded with agricultural surpluses and prices

"bottcmed-out" as a result of over-production. 20 The demands on

agriculture coupled with the low rate of return on crops created the

conditions for a large exodus from farming. Between 1940 and 1955, the

farm population dropped 27%. In 1940 the farm population was

30,500,000 as compared to 22,200,000 in 1955.21 in 1955 there were a

total of 4,800,000 farms of which only 2,200,000 were considered full-

time commercial operations. 22 t^ ^j. y^ obvious manifestation of

rapid technological growth as too many people were employed in

farming. 2

3

The poorer farmers had other basic problems to overcome in addition

to those brought on by technological change. Most lacked such

necessities as good land, access to capital for modernization, education

and management skills essential for a commercial oriented operation. 24

The government policies of the time were geared toward the problems of

the larger, modern operations. 25 Existing policy also failed to

address the transition of displaced labor. 26 Further, not only did

governmental policy ignore small farmers, but Secretary of Agriculture

Ezra Taft Benson went so far as to openly advocate getting the poorest

families into non-agricultural employment. Benson believed it was not

economically sound for so many to be farmers. 27

Despite Benson's opinion most believed it was "un-American", if not

un-Christian, to establish any governmental policy that would encourage

10



or force people frcm the farm. 28 In an effort to deal humanely with the

change brought about by agriculture technological advancement, the RDP

was introduced. The program was to be consistent with the "American"

philosophy and, thus, was founded on the principle that each individual

makes his own decisions and set Ms own goals. 29

As a development program it could be helpful by introducing new

farming and management techniques to those who wanted to stay in

farming. The RDP could also aid many rural Americans in their

transition from full-time farming to full- and/or part-time "off-the-

farm" employment. 30 In addition, the RDP offered employment

opportunities to the underemployed, low-income farm persons, and non-

farm families, especially in depressed areas. Providing training and

educational opportunities for rural persons was seen as central to any

effort to bring about equality and boost the local economy.

The lack of education not only denied rural people the opportunity

for "the good life", but it was even suggested that it made them more

vulnerable to Marxist ideals. Education was seen as an important means

to socialize and instill democratic values in citizens. As stated at

the Jackson, MS. RDP Conference, " ...the leaders of our country know

that we are in a very serious war with Russia for the minds of men. One

of the most important weapons in this war is the effective education of

our young people. The Russians are going all out to develop this

•secret* weapon of war ...".31 in addition to education, it was also

believed that democratic and Christian values were strongly embedded in

rural living. This was a fairly common theme in the literature which

evolved from the RDP. The family farm was seen as the " ... bulwark of

11



Christianity and democracy...". The family farm was the soil from which

the American way of life, the Constitution, and the laws of the United

states took root". 3 2 Thus, the preservation of rural living was, to

seme extent, perceived as part of the effort to sustain a piece of the

American tradition. The idea that stronger education and the

preservation of the rural lifestyle was to be a safeguard against

Marxist thought was not a central theme of program implementors,

according to Paarlberg.33

While the RDP was a government sponsored program, it was to be

implemented by the private sector. In addition, the program was to be

flexible and decentralized in an effort to ensure local relevance and

"grass roots" control. 34 The philosophy behind the RDP was also

compatible with the current political views dominated the White Ifouse.

Should the program be successful, it could be used as a "showpiece" for

conservatives in the Southeast as the TVA had been for New Deal

liberals. 35

Not only was the RDP consistent with the Republican attitude on a

political basis, but it was also reflective of it in budgetary terms.

Government support was very limited since the program was to gain most

of its momentum from cemmunity leaders. Thus, it was primarily the

private sector which would organize and maintain the program in an

effort to improve community facilities and economic conditions. 36 Such

a program would help provide options for rural Americans, yet it would

not force anyone off-the-farm. The major thrust of the RDP was to aid

people during a period of rural transition while, at the same time,

preserving the essence of a country lifestyle.

12



In addition to a modest budget, the RDP faced other political

battles as it received limited support from Washington. As a grass

roots, county-oriented program, it lacked political power at the Federal

level. While the Federal departments and agencies cooperated with the

PDP, the program lacked a strong and consistent conttiitment from Sec. of

Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson, and gained only "somewhat muted support"

from D.D. Eisenhower. 37 Congressman Jamie L. Whitten of Mississippi, a

key advocate of agricultural related policy, opposed the FDP claiming

that it was "another program adopted by the Secretary of Agriculture as

a substitute for adequate farm income". 38 Due to inconsistent support,

RDP leaders were often reserved and conservative in their

recommendations for the RDP. 3^

Despite negative feed-back from Washington, Under Secretary of

Agriculture Morse, who actually ran the program, remained genuinely

committed to the RDP' s goals and principles. He was constantly at odds

with the more bureaucratic, and increasingly more consumer-oriented

USDA. 4

While some key farming groups paid "lip service" to the RDP, it was

often not in their interest to support the program. For instance,

according to Paarlberg, the Farm Bureau did not favor the RDP because

one of its objectives would be to move traditional low-cost laborers

into better paying off-the-farm jobs. This would make it more expensive

for the members of Farm Bureau to obtain the labor it requires because

it would no longer be available. 41 Paarlberg also stated that the

Farmers Union, gained most of its momentum from stronger urban unions.

Thus, its leaders did not support a program that would sustain rural

13



areas and viewed the RDP as largely irrelevant to the need to obtain the

agricultural parity prices it had long sought. 42

The unique nature of the program, allowed many actors from the

private sector to become involved with programs implementation. The

church and various community civic groups and leaders, and other

governmental agencies (excluding the USDA) , were responsible for the

majority of the program's success stories.

14



CHAPTER TWO

POLICY IMPLEMENTATICN

RDP ADMINISTRATORS, ACTORS, AND PARTICIPANTS

The program was organized at the federal level through the

establishment of a principle coordinating committee consisting of the

Under Secretaries of the Departments of the Interior, Commerce,

Agriculture, Labor, and Health, Education, and Welfare. Independent

agencies included the Small Business Administration, Housing and Home

Finance Agency, Farm Credit Administration, General Services

Administration, and members of the President's Council of Economic

Advisers. 43 While the group as a whole met periodically, its members

assigned department personnel to serve on "working level" coordinating

committees which met on a more regular basis. True Morse, Under

Secretary of the Department of Agriculture, was chairman of the main

committee, "The Committee for Rural Development Program". Morse's major

task was to provide the program with direction. His coordinator, an

executive aid to the Secretary of Agriculture, acted as a liaison for

state committees and other interested groups, and as an advisor. 44

The Department of Commerce

The Department of Commerce, in coordination with state agencies and

local businesses and civic leaders, helped to plan industrial and

commercial growth. 4 5 The major apparatus used by the Department of

Commerce in support of the RDP was the Office of Area Development. 46

The Office of Area Development had several responsibilities on both the

national and state levels. On the national level, the responsibilities

15



were to assist area citizens, businesses, and farm groups in

establishing new employment opportunities by:

1) offering advice concerning industrial location, development,
requirements, industrial development corporations, and area
economic analysis;

2) distributing information describing federal policies and
programs that aid in community development;

3) serving as a clearing house for information concerning workable
development approaches, methods, and ideas. 47

The Office of Area Development also worked through existing state

development agencies in an effort to create contacts with local

industries and businesses. Their activities included:

1) communication of various community program activities to spur
establishments of rural industries;

2) gathering and distributing information on successful small
industries in rural areas;

3) providing technical and market information from the Dept. of
Commerce and other areas of the federal government concerning
small industry development and operation;

4) providing state and county rural development programs with
published technical literature concerning public offices that
could be of assistance in the program;

5) consultation concerning economic development obstacles with
program leaders. 48

Field offices of the Dept. of Commerce conducted similar projects

in counties and areas in need of aid. Many field office managers were

also members of the state FDP committees or attended meetings. 49

Department of Agriculture

This department provided staff assistance to the committee for RDP

through the Secretary of Agriculture's office. General duties included

organizing the federal committees that supported the program,

developing a basic format for program operations, providing public

16



information, and securing favorable congressional relations. 50

Several agencies within the Dept. of Agriculture also contributed

their resources. These included the Federal Extension Service, the Soil

Conservation Service, the Forest Service, the Farmers' Home

Administration, the Rural Electric Administration, the Farmer

Cooperative Service, the Agricultural Research Service, and the

Agricultural Marketing Service.

A. Federal Extension Service

Federal, state, and local extension services worked closely with

other departments in an effort to establish the RDP.51 Much of the

funding for extension work was made available through a 1955 amendment

to Section 8 of the Smith-Lever Act which established four major

responsibilities for the federal extension service:

1) On the farm educational assistance at the family level that
focused on problem resolution.

2) Assistance to organizations in appraising resources for
possible agricultural improvement, or to introduce industry in
the area in an effort to compensate for farm income.

3) Employment services through cooperation with other agencies.

4) Advising families who want to make farming venture
transitions.

The extension workers' general duties included:

1) conducting surveys, collecting research and identifying
problems and areas;

2) coordinating, organizing, evaluating, and publicizing the
commttees' missions, with the aid of land-grant colleges,
which was based on:

a. the development of human and natural resources;
b. increase employment opportunities;
c. development and expansion of farm markets;
d. support more youth counseling and occupational

guidance;
e. expand educational opportunities.

17



B. Soil Conservation Service

The Soil Conservation Service provided data management and

decision-making support through the use of such tools as soil maps and

accompanying technical material. In addition, Soil Conservation Service

technicians aided in the organization of state and county coitmittees and

in their planning efforts. 52

C. Forest Service

This service took part in the rural development program through its

traditional channels and by creating joint ventures with state

foresters. The tasks of the forest service include:

1) economic investigations;
2) national forest timber sales;
3) state and private forestry cooperation. 53
Under the state-federal cooperative Forest Management Act, the 24

states participating in the HDP program were provided with 198 service

foresters who offered technical forest management aid to farms. Each

assistant provided information concerning process and management to

farmers and small forest products industries, in an assigned 2-5 county

area. 5 4

D. Farmers' Home Administration

Traditionally, this program extended credit to full-time farmers

who wanted to improve their farms and skills. In 1959, however, credit

was also made available to part-time farmers who had other sources of

employment. 55 The FMHA cooperated with groups on both the state and

county level and offered advice on farm and money management, developing

good farming techniques, and the provision of credit. 56 Loans offered

by the FMHA fell into 4 different types:

18



1) operating expenses to improve land and labor resources.
2) Extension of farm land holdings and to refinance debts!
3) Soil and water conservation.
4) Farm house and other farm buildings and repair.

Because such loans were made available by local personnel, only

persons who were turned down by private institutions could obtain

loans. 5

7

E. Rural Electric administration

Historically, the REA was known for financing the installations of

electric and telephone systems in rural areas. 58 ffie rea operated on a

local level through consumer cooperative, by providing loans for

electric and telephone improvements as well as issuing a newsletter that

helped to inform persons of the RDP functions. 59

F. Farmer Cooperative Service

While this service did not receive funding frcm the RDP, it was

responsible for counseling all farmers through 15,000 marketing,

purchasing, and service cooperatives. 60 Such cooperatives were

significant in achieving RDP goals in that cooperatives assured farmers

of adequate outlets for their products and provided affordable prices

for supplies and services they used. Cooperatives were crucial for

small farmers because they offered reasonable access to marketing,

purchasing, and other services. Finally, the cooperatives also improved

the bargaining power of the small farmer. 61 The FCS helped farmers in

the following ways:

1) Determined if a cooperative was needed in a particular area to
effectively deal with marketing and production service and
supply needs.

2) Offered advice in the organization and the operation of a
cooperative

19



G. Agricultural Research Service

Most of the research conducted by the various services went through

the ARS-State Experiment Stations. However, many pilot counties began

their own research programs. The following outlines areas of ARS

interest:

1) Rural resources including land, labor, and local resources.
2) Methods of income improvement and their results.
3) Adjustments strategies for full- and part-time farmers.
4) Special problems such as tenure, manpower utilization, and

credit. 62

Within the ARS, the Household Economic Research Branch made information

available concerning home budgeting to farm families. 63 (Ibid., p. 15).

H. Agricultural Marketing Service

As an active supporter of the RDP, the AMS funneled its

contributions to low-income and low "level-of-living" areas. The AMS

also cooperated with land-grant colleges in research efforts and offered

assistance to certain pilot counties. 64 Topics of joint research

included:

1) Population and its role in industrial development of low-income
rural areas.

2) Education, migration, employment adjustments, and wages of
rural youth in lower-income areas.

3) Utilization of health care facilities in such areas.

4) Financial security of aging farmers.

5) Investigation of opportunities for expanding agricultural
marketing and processing industries in low-income rural
areas. 65

The following services were offered by the AMS to pilot county

leaders:

20



1) Surveys of population, enployment, and standards of living.

2) Limited technical aid in determining necessity for new
marketing facilities.

I. Department of Labor

The Dept. of Labor, through the Bureau of Employment Security and

participating state employment security agencies, made significant

contributions to the RDP. Individual states maintained employment

services which usually consisted of a state headquarters, a field

supervisory staff, and a system of local offices. The Department of

Labor provided individual states employment service, including

information concerning farm placement and special service for

veterans. 66 Community branches were helpful in strengthening and

diversifying their local economic base in addition to providing

employment services due to their knowledge of local occupational

characteristics and work force potential. 67

J. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

HEW had nine regional offices that defined departmental activities

in the field and handled administrative duties. Regional directors

collaborated with chairman of state rural development committees and

other governmental organizations involved in the RDP. 6 8 HEW programs

including vocational rehabilitation, social security, education health

outlets, and provision of federal property were advantageous to the

RDP. The vocational rehabilitation program, a cooperative state-federal

program, assisted in teaching employment skills to handicapped persons

and performed demonstration projects for the disabled. For those unable

to properly manage their businesses, the program made available

supervisory and managerial assistance. 69
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While puhlic education was extended to serve all, increased

emphasis was placed on low-income families. Industrial Arts Study,

oface occupation training, and a vocational education, were extended in

an effort to benefit rural people. Vocational education allowed

students to learn industrial occupations in such areas as trade and

crafts. Training for industrial pursuits incorporated techniques in

design, producing, processing, assembling, maintaining, servicing, or

repairing manufactured items. 70

The Community Health program located full-time local health

departments in low-inccme rural areas. These departments offered public

health outlets and information to help families maintain "healthful

homes and community environments". 71 Property for health and

educational purposes was authorized by Congress, yet, land distribution

was arranged by state agencies. Land allocation generally went to tax-

supported medical institutions, hospitals, clinics, health centers,

school systems, schools, colleges and universities, and other similar

tax exempt institutions. 72

K. The Department of the Interior

While the department had no specific funds appropriated to the RDP,

it gave priority to low-income rural persons in its seasonal field

hiring programs. The Dept. of the Interior maintained a strong liaison

with the RDP and the Dept. of Agriculture. As a result, the Dept. of

the Interior offered assistance and information on fish and wildlife

issues, soil and weed concerns, the development of reservoirs

for recreation, acquisition of water and mineral surveys, and the

creation of National Park Service recreation studies. 73
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L. Independent Agencies

Independent agencies that contributed services to the RDP included

the anall Business Administration (SBA) and the Farm Credit

Administration (FCA) . The Small Business Administration assisted snail

businesses in acquiring better management skills, production, and

marketing practices. Also, assistance was given to business expansion

in an effort to create more jobs for the rural unemployed. 74 The

administration evaluated area human and natural resources for potential

new industrial development."^ SBA also offered financial assistance for

small business development in rural areas. 76 Finally, the SBA

cooperated with local leaders to develop many value-added small

community industries which offered off-farm employment. 77

The Farm Credit Administration banks and associations cooperated

with local RDP's to provide funding, educational phases of PDP, and

program planning.78 loans offered by FCA's Farm Credit System were not

only extended to full-time farmers and cooperatives, but also to part-

time farmers. 79 Members of cooperatives, who were recipients of FCA

loans, selected boards of directors who then selected the officers.

These officers, because of their position, could understand the farmers'

needs in their respective areas and apply loans accordingly. 80 -r^se

directors were also helpful in organizing RDP in any conmunity. 81 The

Farm Credit System cooperated with county, state and national committees

in planning and implementing rural development activities. 82

State Activities

State Rural Development Committee:
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The State Rural Development committees were created and organized

by the Deans of Agriculture Colleges in coordination with federal and

state agencies. 03 By centering on the development of "disadvantaged

rural areas", the ccmmittees were concerned with both agricultural and

non-agricultural needs of the community. 8 4 The major task of the state

committees was to determine the nature of each individual program.

These ccmmittees tailored research, program organization, and goals to

fit the unique character of a community. Most states that were involved

in the RDP consulted such committees. 85 Generally, state committees

were composed of representatives from key agencies and organizations in

the agriculture field, industrial development, education, health, and

social welfare. 86 These agencies and organizations included:

1) the extension service
2) Agricultural Experiment Station
3) Soil Conservation Service
4) vocational education
5) Farmers Home Service (state)
6) Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee
7) Forest Service (state)
8) farm credit district
9) Department of Education
10) Department of Agriculture
11) employment service
12) Department of Public Welfare
13) Vocational Rehabilitation Agency
14) Department of Conservation
15) Department of Pensions and Security
16) Bureau of Public Administration
17) farm organizations (Grange, Bureau, Union)
18) Chamber of Commerce
19) Association of Soil Conservation District Supervisors
20) Federation of Labor. 87

Such state-level committees had a chairman, a secretary, and a

guidance committee of 3 to 4 members. As the major administrative and

leadership unit of the RDP, the committees were responsible for:

1) designation of pilot counties
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2) information and guidance to county leaders in establishing and
maintaining programs.

3) state-wide organization and counseling through periodic
meetings. 8

8

The deans of the agricultural colleges at state land grant

universities were responsible for meeting with local groups and

officials interested in establishing a RDP pilot county. The dean was

in charge of reviewing program proposals and selecting the pilot

counties. 89 The following were considerations in selecting pilot

counties:

1) Economic conditions and underemployment
2) Geographic, economic, and demographic conditions that were

characteristic of the overall area making the individual
program applicable in other areas.

3) Interest and enthusiasm of local persons and leaders essential
to establishing and maintaining a county program. 90

County Committees

The county committee was organized by an RDP appointed agent (s) who

generally specialized in such areas as agricultural extension or

nutrition. The local PJDP was comprised of local leadership drawn from

both private organizations and government agencies. 91 Thus, the RDP was

the "link in the system" which attempted to get the private sector

involved in local rural development. Representation thus came from a

cross section of community members including farmers, businessmen,

bankers, professionals, church and women's club leaders. 92 A

combination of the following agencies and organizations were also

represented in several pilot counties. However, the majority of these

agencies and organizations were not established in any one of the pilot

counties.

1) Agricultural Agencies (extension service, FHA, SCS, ASC, etc.)
2) Industry Development Council
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3) Chanter of Coinmeroe

4) major industries (power and light, textiles, paper, etc.)
5) press and radio
6) planning and zoning conmissions
7) county government
8) city government
9) local school authorities
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20

health and welfare authorities
civic clubs
women's clubs
youth associations
banks
farm organizations
church groups (including Country Life conmittees)
National Farm Loan Association
Production Credit Association
veteran's service organizations
Social Welfare Council. 93

Private Sector Organizations and Non-Profit Organizations

While government and educational agencies offered skills,

resources, services, and assistance, the main impetus and direction was

to be left to local persons and organizations. 94 The following

contributed to the RDP:

1) Foundations; Foundations were often in the position to provide

funds and personnel for various RDP projects. 95

2) Farm Organizations: Leaders of these organizations informed

the RDP of local farm conditions. Further, they were well-versed in

farming skills. They ware valuable on RDP conmittees and sub-

committees. 96

3) Co-ope: Marketing and purchasing cooperatives, in addition to

electric and telephone cooperatives, were sources of support for the RDP

because of their vested interest in local development. 97

4) Civic Clubs: Through the help and insight of local leaders,

these clubs ware active in improving farming, homemaking, and community

living.9 8 some of the groups participating in the RDP were the Kiwanis,
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the Rotary Club, and the Jaycees."

5) Coinnunity Development Groups; Sponsored by local businessmen

and farming groups, they were concerned with local development.

Activities may have included community improvement contests, trade day

awards, and farm demonstrations, in addition to aiding rural industrial

development. 1°°

6) Credit Institutions; Because private credit institutions were

the major sources for loans, it was important to include them in the RDP

These consisted of private banks, statewide industrial development

corporations, and local development corporations financed by local stock

issues. 101

7) Media; Radio, television, and newspapers were often utilized

in an effort to ccmnunicate the plan, goals, news, and activities of the

RDP. 102 The p^p also printed its q^ newsletter which reported on:

A) Pilot County Program
B) methods of area development being applied
C) State-level planning and organization
D) Federal departmental involvement
E) crucial legislative developments
F) incidents of outstanding rural area progress. 103

8) . Markers Organizations: These groups were interested in

economic growth and in the creation of local employment. They were

often involved in local RDP programs. 104

9. Church groups; Churches in many conrnunities were the only

sources of local activity and organization. Community economic growth

had also become a concern for them. 1 05 in addition, the church was

expected to play its traditional role of providing spiritual guidance.

Churches thus had the responsibility of meeting spiritual as well as the
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material needs of community members. This was based on the assumption

that a higher quality of life would allow one to work toward eternal

life. 106

The Role of the Church

As the church provided support groups for rural families and their

communities, they were considered an indispensable part of the RDP.107

The National Council of the Churches came forward in the early stages of

the RDP and played an active role in its functions. 108

The extent to which the church was involved in the social/economic

well-being of the community was an area of discussion at the 1958 RDP

Conference in Memphis. The issue was addressed by representatives of

different faiths, and a consensus was formed. Their conclusion was that

the church did have an interest in all levels of family and community

development. This was based on the assumption that humankind was a

material and spiritual being, and therefore it was the church's

responsibility to see to it that these needs were met, not just the

spiritual half! 109 The fact that Jesus "fed the multitude with loaves

and fishes, just moments after he had preached the Sermon on the

Mountain", was also used to support this assertion. HO The obligation

of the church in the community was, then, to help humankind achieve and

lead "a good life" on earth so that he could prepare for an eternal life

afterwards. The "good life" on earth meant that one would possess a

balance of both spiritual and material attributes.HI

Community development principles could be adopted from the Bible

and used by the church in their RDP efforts. Msgr. Luigi G. Ligutte,

Executive Director of the National Catholic Rural Life Conference,
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pointed out several examples at the 1958 Memphis Conference:

Principle ; Ml men possess intelligence and free will and are
brothers by creation, redemption, and destiny.
Application; Human slavery, direct or indirect, is morally wrong.
Freezing of economic-social status, lack of opportunity were also
wrong.

Principle ; All the material goods in this world were created by
God for man, so as to enable him to develop fully his personality,
establish and maintain a family, be a useful member of society,
lead a good life here on earth and attain an eternal good life
hereafter.

Application ; Land monopoly, unjust land tenure traditions,
perpetuation of proletarian status; living, housing, educational
conditions not within at least a striking distance of what modern
progress has made available would be against the above stated
principle. (Not necessarily a flush toilet in every home, but
certainly at least a sanitary toilet should be available to the
family.)

Principle ; The good earth is the greatest material gift of God to
man. It must be used properly so as to hand it down to future
generations richer than we received it.

Application : Soil and water conservation practices increasing
fertility of soil are duties in conscience. Exploiting forestry
resources without replenishing them is morally wrong.

Principle; There are many hidden resources still unknown to man,
e.g. primary or juvenile water, that would make possible greater
production.

Application ; Our scientists and our universities should
investigate and be open minded even if some financial interests
might be temporarily hurt.

Principle; Agricultural production is the farmer's contribution to
society.

Application; A farmer has a duty to produce quantity and quality
as society needs it.

Principle ; A producer has a right to receive a just price, and a
consumer has a right to purchase the primary necessities of life at
a just price.

Application ; To deviate from the doctrine of a just price for
either producer or consumer is not in accord with Christian
morality.
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Principle ; A laborer is mother of his hire, i.e., a living wage is
his due, and the worker is bound in conscience to do an honest
day's work for an honest day's wage.

Ap
?il

iCation : * force •B ^Just wage out of an enployer, to
soldier on the job, to sabotage production are morally wrong, lb
consider and treat human labor as a canmodity is morally wrong.

While the church's involvement with the RDP was based on biblical

standards and genuine concerns for its rural parishioners, it was also

somewhat reactionary in nature. As the supposed threat of communism

captured the Western world, it also threatened the stability of

organized religion's age-old doctrines. Several churches found that

their responsibilities had to reach beyond the spiritual realm in an

attempt to combat attacks made on them by alleged communist advocates.

Thus, the clergymen at the Memphis RDP Conference recognized the

progress that the Soviets had made toward fulfilling some of the

material needs of their citizens. However, the churches were quick to

point out that the Soviet's particular type of progress was superficial

and lacked a comprehensive solution to development problems:

There are lessons for us in some of the examples they (the Soviets)
are setting for us, at least a challenge in the headway that they
are making in certain limited realms of life. And it is good for
us to be humbled a bit by the things that the Russians are doing.
But if it is true, and I suppose it was a very good appraisal of

i i

r
J
W
f
y

,r

0f life
'
that they are expert in what Bishop Dana Dawson

called efficient materialism'--that was his characterization of
the present order in Russia—an 'efficient materialism'--can it be
said of us that ours is the way of Christian idealism? For
properly interpreted, it seems to me that that has all of the
practicality that we might aspire to. 112

The following recommendations, made at the Memphis conference,

enumerated the ways in which many rural churches had assisted in the

program;

a) some pastors were preaching about the RDP at their pulpits by
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tying it into their sermon. PDP goals and concerns were easily

incorporated with biblical teachings.

b) ministers coordinated their pastoral work with some of the RDP

efforts.

c) the church also offered constructive criticism to the RDP as

the church was expected to help provide the program with a philosophical

basis tailored to meet the needs of low-income citizens.

d) pastors often encouraged parishioners to involve themselves

with the RDP which included cooperation with other churches and

agencies.

e) because ministers commonly worked with 4-H clubs, Boy and Girl

Scouts, FFA groups, etc., they stressed the importance of involvement of

low-income youth in their activities. 113

The leadership of the RDP paid particular attention to the rural

churches since they recognized the influential role churches had in

small towns.

10. Youth Organizations

Youth groups were seen as another opportunity to reach youth in an

effort to better prepare them for new challenges in the future. Proper

guidance and training for youth was believed to prevent disenchantment

with democracy.n 4 As stated at the Memphis conference, "We want to

uphold and strengthen our democracy, but we will have to show them (the

nation's youth) a democracy that works . . . (with) a real future that

offers something to work for and believe in."115

Yet youth groups had not penetrated many rural areas to the degree

they had cities. This was due to a lack of volunteer leadership,
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inability of some rural youth to pay costs involved with membership,

rural youth had limited time to participate, and seme rural parents did

not see the value of memberships.

X

;*6

The RDP pilot counties attempted to facilitate the efforts of youth

and youth groups in its functions. Youth in Oklahoma even served on RDP

committees. II"7

In Michigan, a peninsula-wide youth workers council was established

to provide job guidance and counseling for rural youth. Professionals

representing Scouts, YMCA, the Church, Future Farmers of America (FFA)

,

and Future Hcmemakers of America (FHA) took part in these efforts in

their individual programs.H8 The 4-H Club activities in Ohio pilot

counties were expanded and reoriented so that rural youth would receive

vocational and career guidance. 1 19

An interesting example of the business coirmunity cooperating with

youth groups can be seen in the role played by the Sears Agricultural

Foundation. A representative from this foundation spoke at an RDP

conference in an effort to share its rural development activities and

ideas with RDP members. Many of the Sears Foundation projects were

applicable to the RDP.* 20

Sears Roebuck and Company established the foundation because, among

other reasons, their business was dependent upon the economic prosperity

of rural America. The Sears Foundation worked with youth groups, such

as 4-H and the Future Farmers of America, to implement many of their

projects. For example, youth group members were given a heifer, gilt,

or a quantity of baby chicks. An off-spring was to go to another

youth. This program was very successful. Ninety percent of all swine
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exhibited at Texas county and State fairs in one year were progeny of

swine originally donated by the Sears Foundation. 121 This same

technique was used to begin a strawberry cash crop in Kentucky. With

the help of the local 4-H groups and Kentucky agricultural extension

agents, a $2,000 per year investment brought in $600,000 in revenue

after 12 years. 122

The Foundation also sponsored community clean-up contests in

cooperation with the Grange. The locality that won the contest received

$60,000 for community improvement. 123

As a business with interest in the rural economy, Sears was

conscious to buy goods from rural industry and manufacturers. A policy

of "balanced purchasing" or, buying wholesale goods from both urban and

rural areas, was practical. 124

Businesses; Like Sears Roebuck and Co. , local firms and branch

plants of national companies had a direct interest in comnunity economic

development. The survival of local firms, well-being of employees, and

local markets were crucial to the survival of businesses. Programs such

as the RDP, which aided economic growth, were met with enthusiasm by

business representatives. 125

Policy implementation was to be handled on a local level by an RDP

agent. The RDP agent's responsibility went beyond the duties of the

extension service. An RDP agent was to coordinate and mobilize

interested parties in the area. Often a county development committee

was formed in an effort to determine and to obtain community goals. 126

The personnel assigned to RDP pilot county projects were employees

of existing agencies (extension service, state forestry department,
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experiment station, Soil Conservation Service, Farmer's Home

Mninistration) . Cooperating organizations and companies also seconded

personnel to the program. 127 These committees would commonly send lay

persons to represent them at county development meetings.

Once formulated, the chairman and secretary of the county

development committee were to have the most crucial leadership role in

the program. The chairman acted as the community advocate for economic

development, led community discussions, and helped resolve any

disagreements concerning the program. 128 The secretary handled

management and administrative responsibilities. 129

Various sub-committees were formed from the county development

ccmmittee to provide expertise and services based on local needs. These

subcommittees concentrated on specific areas of development such as

agriculture, eduction, etc.

The following page provides a general step-by-step outline that was

often utilized as a basis to organize a local RDP committee and prepare

it for action.
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a STEPS IN A RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The following steps are suggested iB establishing . comprehensive prog,™ of lown-couulry development, .lilixiug
local le.de,, .ad resource,. However, development program,, lk.il organization ad specific projects and goal..
will vary greatly Iron, one area .o .noti..,. In short ih, following I. . general guide. no, . model ,o be followed
exactly by community leaders. Local conditions must shape local pleas.

STEP ONE

- County .gent calls meeting of key l.sders. Those present might include (arm organization leaders, farm agency
representattves. a county government official. ASC committeeman, banking official, chamber of commerce repre-
sentative, county schools representative. They review present economic situation, major problems, long-rao^e
trends - potentials of a county-wide resource program - problem of organisation, gaining support, main,am in a aprogram. They select temporary chairman.

B

STEP TWO

- Temporary chairman calls meeting to include major interest group, in ares, nucleus of a resource development
committee. Croups represented: Farm organizations, churches, business and credit interests, news mediaschools c.unty and town governments, health and welfare group., government agencies, wom.ns clubs, etc."- Ongmal group (step one) presents county situation, using where possible outside resoorce people, such as per-sonnel of State college or university. Stale commerce and industry agency, private companies. This involvesdiscussion of agricultural, industrial trend economic, socisl. ednc.uonal p,oblems....need lor a program ofresource development. p.-gi.u, »i

STEP THREE

- Organization of source oeve/opmenl cc-mm.a.e. This involves: I. Selection o( chairman and secretary, ih.two key persons in a program.. ..of 5 or 10-persou sleeringcommitte«....of subconimiuecsforagriculturuldevelup-
«... »d..«y health and welfare, education, recreate, etc. (These may be already o.ganifed groups such „odustr.a board, health council etc.) 2. Setting up agency advisory commutee. including repr.senfat.ves of fa"ana non-laxm government agencies. • • »• •«••

STEP FOUR

- Carefully prepared publicity explaining the need lor . program, nnd it, objectives to citizen, of the area.

STEP FIVE

- Planning and carrying out resource survey,, economic base studies. Such survey, might cover agriculture in thecounty, tndustry potenu.1. public facilities, educational and training needs, msupower. rural family , ng et- Subcomnmt.es have general responsibility fo, resource s.udi.s in their are. of interest - agriculture, industry

ie^.".^..^^^ vide ,ediBic" coaa" 1 ia "•"« -•"-«—«» in~ <—• ~3:

STEP SIX

* ^"" l<" i00 °'. 6urve l'
iiaiiai* ™d conclusion, to full resource development committee.- Publicity explaining survey findings snd conclusion, to peopU of in. county.

STEP SEVEN

- Specific program goal, agreed to by resource development committee:

or7I'i
^""•'"'!e *°'U (

,

auch » »"P">»«« Isrm ,„.rk«t.. increased production of certain cops, communityorg.niz.iton, expansion of specific smsll industry, etc.)
7

Second, long-range goal, to be reached 1. 2. S. 10 year, or longer (A watershed project, industrial patkdevelopment, .chool consolidation, tourist industry expulsion are a lew examples ).

P

STEP EIGHT

- Action by subcommittees to reach program objectives:

Fact-finding,

Promotion,

Technical and financial assistance, where possible.
Cooperation with persons responsible for regular government and private program.,
(.valuation and discussion.

Source: RDP Handbook, 1959 p. 6.
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Implementation

Individual counties sought to select development approaches that

best utilized local natural resources and met community needs. Many

counties applied more than one development strategy in an effort to

enrich and diversify their local economy. Usually a combination of both

basic and indirect development (e.g., human capital) approaches were

attempted. Building basic industry was a direct approach to economic

growth that included industrial promotion, agricultural extension, and

tourism promotion. 130

A. Developing Basic Industry;

Establishing, attracting, or expanding existing industry was a

means of providing a supplemental if not substantial source of income to

many small farmers and other rural citizens. In addition, it had the

potential of attracting outside dollars into the community. The local

RDP often established local industrial camiittees to assist with these

efforts. These committees usually consisted of representatives from the

local Chamber of Commerce, Bankers Association, power companies and

other utilities, etc., who worked with the State Development

Corporation, Small Business Administration, Commerce Department and

others. 131 en an individual basis, or as a comnittee, those involved

with such committees were responsible for attracting new businesses,

industries, and aiding in local industrial start-ups & expansion. 132

1. Attracting New Industry

The RDP established certain guidelines for communities to follow in

their task of attracting new industry to the community. The following

criteria attempted to ensure stable growth and clean industry, while
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preventing economic leakage.

a) the business should be a permanent asset to the community;

b) the business or industry should help the community to gain or

maintain a balance in the labor force. For example, a balance should be

obtained between skilled and unskilled workers, men and women, local and

imported labor;

c) the wage standards should uphold or raise the economic level of

the community;

d) the effect that the new industry will have on comnunity

infrastructure should not exceed local capacity;

e) businesses that release pollutants should be considered with

caution. 133

f) when considering a plant prospect, comnunities should be more

concerned with the size and continuity of the payroll as opposed to the

size of the plant.

g) communities should seek those plants which are well suited to

local needs and resources. This often meant small businesses rather

than branch plants with large national headquarters.

h) ccmmunities must be skeptical of those industries that can only

operate through subsidization in the form of tax grants, free rent, etc.

as they may not be financially sound. Extraordinary concessions should

not be extended to industries that are to be of a permanent nature.

i) developing processing, packaging, or fabricating plants that

utilize and help market local raw materials is also a strong possibility

for many communities.

j) vocational training, made available in ccmnunity high schools,
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is also recommended to prepare a labor supply capable of performing

industrial oriented jobs. 1 34

In an effort to meet these criteria, communities were urged to undertake

an aggressive campaign. This usually involved acquiring financial

support, resource and marketing studies, and human resource training.

Locating Financial Aid

To attain financial aid for local industrial development

campaigns, communities were referred to different public and private

institutions. local banks and public utilities that served the area,

state and regional chambers of commerce, state development credit

corporations, state agencies, large business concerns in the coitmunity,

and federal agencies were among these institutions. 135 Funds were often

raised in several communities by industrial development foundations

which sold stock to interested local citizens. Revenue would be used to

facilitate new industry that might locate in their community or to

construct buildings to be leased for speculative use. 136

In Alabama, industrial promotion teams were created consisting of

local businessman. The teams were responsible for promoting area

resources to prospective manufactures. 13? In Taney County, Missouri, an

industrial improvement association was formed and membership rights were

sold to businessman and other leaders. Funds raised were used to

publicize the county's assets as a means of attracting outside industry

(anall Business, A Keystone of Rural Area Development ) . A development

group coordinated under the RDP in Tippah County, Mississippi, remodeled

a building for industrial use. As a result, a clothing factory, which

employed 250 laborers, was located there. 138
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Research and Marketing

Cnce aid was found, communities were advised to hire or request

assistance from professional consultants to perform resource studies,

marketing research and provide development strategies. 139 For example,

Oklahoma State University performed a study that inventoried existing

resources and determined potentials for industry. In Choctaw County,

Oklahoma, this service was to attract new industry. 140 Federal

Extension workers were among the many individual groups and agencies

that helped compile data and performed research to be used later by

communities in their development efforts. The general duties of the

Federal Extension workers were to:

1) make surveys and interpret results;
2) secure research and data;
3) point out local problems and objectives;
4) develop or expand markets;
5) organize procedures, select priority projects, and create

timetables for completion of projects;
6) evaluate progress of program with help from the land-grant

programs;
7) prepare reports, publicity, tours, etc.

Upon completion of such research, communities would often print

flyers, leaflets, and even produce films that advertised local assets to

perspective businesses and industries. 141 Brochure information would

include such information as available sites, and resources, in addition

to descriptions of strong local businesses. 142 Perry County, Indiana,

adopted an aggressive program to attract new industry. Several new

industries, which employed approximately 400 persons, were located in

the area . While the PDP was involved with the efforts, it is difficult

to gage the impact of its contribution. 143 Flyers also included

information about community amenities that could be used to persuade
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industries to locate in their area. For example, a coinnunity that

assured industries that their need for skilled labor will be met through

vocational training makes a community attractive to industry in

recruitment efforts. It also demonstrated that the county is receptive

to the needs of business and industry. The Joplin, Missouri vocational

training program, for example, tested and trained potential employees

according to the needs of an incoming industry. 144

2. Maintaining Existing Industries

The RDP also assisted existing industries & businesses and promoted

the development of new ones by first unifying the efforts of local

businessmen, community leaders, and government agencies. 145 t^
Department of Commerce and Office of Area Assistance made available

advice concerning location and development requirements for industry, in

addition to information about area economic data, development

strategies, and available federal aid. 146

General objectives included:

A
*

pSSe^?47
na11 business ' Production, management, and credit

B. stimulating sales; 148

C modernizing & expanding small businesses and industry; 149

D. seeking out new products that could be produced or marketed bv

St f9JUSineSSeS °r a
I*""*

-* company. Particular emphasiswas placed on resource development in agriculture, forestrymining, and other resources of the area?150 '
rorestIY'

An outstanding example in which the actions of the RDP prompted an

expansion of an existing manufacturer can be found in Price County,

Wisconsin. The RDP county resource development comdttee first

organized a campaign promoting efficient use of local resources. Next,
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the committee, along with the USDA, and the Small Business

Administration, worked with a local manufacturing company to expand its

operation so that hardwood could be produced in addition to shredded

fiber. 151 The plant expansion provided an additional 100 jobs to the

community and was financed by the private sector and a local bank. 152

B. Agriculture and Natural Resources

1 . Agriculture

The RDP attempted to play the part of "change agent" or the role

of assisting communities and their members in economic and social

transition in many low-income farming communities. Due to the on-set of

the agricultural technical revolution that had become prominent in the

1950' s, progressive extension strategies were required if small farmers

were to remain on the farm. This entailed education in agriculture

technology management, and applied economics. 153

In many cases, credit and more land was essential for smaller

farmers to make a transition to commercial farming. Yet in some cases,

farmers could become more productive by growing crops that required less

acreage and still resulted in high yields. 154

The RDP further stressed that in order to be competitive in

agriculture, a regional strategy had to be pursued. Area crop

specialization, in addition to vertical integration of the various

segments of production, including supply and marketing, was recommended

by the RDP. This approach was designed to give area farmers a better

chance in penetrating the new marketing web which had expanded to the

national level. However, in reality, this option was generally only

open to large-scale farmers. 155
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In rural areas where soil or terrain was not conducive to efficient

farming, rural people were encouraged to take advantage of other natural

resources located on their farms. In some counties production of timber '

and related products was encouraged. Other counties found that their

local farm lands were a rich source of minerals.

2. Forestry

There were many opportunities in forestry as most low-income

farmers owned timber land or lived near areas containing timber. Much

of this timber, however, had been long neglected in terms of investment

and management. 156

The Forestry Committee was expected to plan a program for their

respective regions. Pulp and timber companies, private foresters, state

and federal foresters, and the Soil Conservation Service, all helped to

implement program activities. 157 ^^ p-cg,.^ typically centered on

determining profitable uses for forest products, management of forest

growth and production, marketing, and creating or attracting industry

which utilized timber. 158 Efforts of the RDP program involved fire

control, insect and disease protection, waste prevention, establishing

timber farms, woodland renovation, and planting of seedlings. 159

Old-growth and secondary growth timber often provided substantial

supplies of profitable products, including lumber and veneer, bolts,

ties, mine timbers, and pulpwood. These products not only were

profitable for farmers but could bring in additional income to the

community through value-added industry.160 At ^ 1958 mp poaSumcmi
it was suggested that those areas that produced logs could carry the

process beyond this stage. Timber for small wood-working plants, such
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as a chair factory/ was encouraged. 1 61

In Michigan, the PDP carried on a continuous campaign to improve

forestry marketing and management. Six demonstration woodlots were

established with the cooperation of the state and federal agencies,

commercial and other private interests. 162 Pine thinning and

fertilization trials were also conducted. 1 63 Finally, Christmas tree

sales increased upon the introduction of the RDP to the area in the mid-

1950's. 164

3. Mineral Resources

Many of the pilot counties had mineral resources that could be

marketed or more efficiently utilized. RDP advocates suggested that

these areas be surveyed. In some states, mining agencies made their

services available for such projects. 165 For example, the Bureau of

Mines made technical services available to counties and development

groups in an effort to aid. in the stimulation of mining enterprises.

This included identifying mineral samples submitted by RDP agencies and

the examination of mineral deposits. Assistance was accessible to the

private sector as well as the public. 1 66

Extension and Development of Resources on the Farm

a. Extension

As part of a general plan for development, communities with the

help of RDP assessed their local resources for development purposes. 167

Studies to be utilized by RDP counties were often joint efforts of the

Agricultural Research Service (USDA) and land grant colleges. Major

topics of study included:

1)
.

land, work force, and other rural area resources
2) . Metlicds of enhancing income on small farms
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3) . Adjustments that would allow farm labor & resources to be used
more effectively. 168

Extension services, supported by the RDP, required agents to take

different steps of action before progress could be made. First, a local

leader was sought in whom small farmers could confide. Next, some of

the families in need were visited by RDP agents in order for the agents

to become more acquainted with them. Before farm resources were

appraised, it was hoped that recipient families had gained confidence in

the leader. Upon taking resource inventory (including human) , training

and educational sessions took place. Training sessions could be on an

individual basis or in small groups of more that one family. Local

organizations were also used as an extension outlet whenever possible.

Eventually persons within the group were trained to take leadership

roles. Youths were also given leadership opportunities for educational

purposes. 169

The committees from the major farm enterprises, like dairying,

cotton, and livestock, were asked to focus on the common goals of the

RDP. Ultimately, farm organizations, marketing associations, and feed

and fertilizer companies, with the help of extension services would

maintain the program. 170 t^ Federal Extension service, Agriculture

Research Service, the Agricultural Marketing Service, Soil Conservation

Service, Farmers Home Administration, and the Farm Credit

Administration, also provided governmental services which could be

utilized. 171 g^ extension goals were molded to meet individual and

community needs. Soil conservation, farm and home management, farm and

family budgeting, and increasing production and marketing, were conroon
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areas of interest.

b. Resource Evaluation

The Extension Service was involved in the analysis and development *

of farm resources. Snail farmers ware encouraged to grow commercial

crops that did not require large amounts of land, yet were compatible

with human, mechanical, and technical resources on the farm, and market

expectations. 172 For exawplei Perry counties' (Ind±ana) "agricultural

task force", which was the RDP branch responsible for farm improvement,

discovered the area's potential to produce grade-A commercial eggs.

Appropriate training and marketing steps were taken to bring about an

increase of community income through commercial egg marketing. 173

Counseling and farm planning was a major part of the program in the

Pulaski-Alexander (n.) two-county area. In this area, a RDP extension

agent, along with assistance from agri-businesses and other interested

individuals, led the program. Cne small farmer produced greenbeans as a

ocrrmercial crop for the first time and this added considerably to his

income. 174

The Michigan program also utilized extension agencies and "co-ops"

to assist in marketing and development of cash crops. New vegetable

varieties, cranberries, blueberries, and strawberries, were grown for

extra farm income. In addition, cooperatives were organized for egg and

livestock marketing purposes. Finally, Christmas tree sales also

increased. 175

c. Credit

Agricultural credit was necessary for farmers to modernize or

obtain more land. Different loan plans ware made available to small
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farmers to better meet their needs. Long-term loans were used to

purchase additional acreage or for major farm repair. Intermediate

loans were used to buy livestock, machinery, or equipment. In both

cases, real estate mortgages were commonly used to secure them.

Finally, short-term loans were utilized to purchase seed, fertilizer,

or to pay feed and fuel bills. Farmer's harvests could be used to

secure these loans. 176 A complete list of those groups (private and

public) , can be found in Chapter 2.

d. Marketing

Improved farm and forestry product marketing, was one way in which

a community could experience tangible growth. This often included

specifying needed adjustments in rural marketing systems and determining

to what extent area industries could provide alternative employment

opportunities for rural citizens. 177 Marketing also involved seeking

new community outlets or expanding old ones, and enhancing marketing

management and product handling.178 m ^3^ countV/ N>c#f farm women

were able to market clothing that they made at home. With the

suggestion of community development leaders, a local clothing store

agreed to provide an outlet for the local women's products. 179

Better marketing strategies not only brought in more dollars to the

comtunity but it stimulated local employment. This was the case in

Holmes County, Mississippi where county RDP leaders were responsible for

the organization and development of a 100,000 bushel grain elevator and

feed mill. This project created jobs while enhancing local farmers

market accessibility ("Small Business, A Keystone of Rural Area

Development")

.
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Market and product management were also often essential steps to

boost sales. A RDP agent along with local lay leaders in a West

Virginia pilot county developed strategies to market fruits & vegetables '

produced on small farms. Iheir process was as follows.

First, the local auction market was reorganized by the group.

Then, classes were conducted that trained farmers in better methods of

grading & sizing their produce on the farm. By using the new grading

techniques, the produce that farmers brought to market was a better

grade, thus it fetched a higher price than before. 18

RDP agents and leaders were able to utilize the services of the

Agricultural Marketing Service (USDA) , state colleges of agriculture,

including their extension services and experiment stations. These

institutions and agencies provided local leaders with information and

technical assistance used in solving marketing problems. 181

Many farmers also received direction from the Farmer Cooperative

Service which worked through area co-ops. Services included the

assessment of individual co-ops which determined whether cooperatives

could be equipped to handle marketing problems. These agents also

helped with co-op organization, and assisted in a co-op's effort to

assume that small farmers would receive equity in the marketplace. 182

A peach grower's co-op was organized in Meriwether County, GA. with

the aid of lay workers and RDP leaders. This co-op was used for

marketing and packaging purposes. As a result of the co-op, the volume

of peach shipments increased tremendously. In addition, the co-op

employed 170 part-time workers. 183
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Other Factors that Contributed to Community Development and the RDP

1) Tourism

Tourism, recreation, and related commercial activities were

recognized as another source of income in rural areas. Tourism was a

potential basic industry in such areas because:

a. the national population was increasing in the late 1940' s and
1950's;

b. there seemed to be more time for people to enjoy recreation;
c. there was a general increase in national income; and

continued expansion and improvement of transportation systems
which allowed people to travel more freely. 184

For those pilot counties located near national parks, the National

Park Service was available to give them advice on planning their park

and recreation programs. The National Park Service was also able to

help counties to lease land for recreational purposes from the Bureau of

land Management, US Forest Service, Bureau of Reclamation (USDA) , and

the Army Corps of Engineers, or purchase land from the Bureau of Land

Management and the General Service Administration. 185

Once potential areas for recreation had been selected, counties

could follow a format recommended for implementation in the RDP Memphis

Proceedings, which included:

1) selection and review of advertising media in an ftffittt toinform tourist of local attractions;
2 wide community efforts confirmed with broad leadership

JS2SI Plannin9 organization including market analysis and

SeTfccess^iSJy^r^ "* «***»< ««*>>™ «*

Suggestions of possible tourist and recreation attractions made at

the Memphis Proceeding were as follows:

ii—facilities for recreation and special events. These

facilities are excellent for community activities to be utilized by
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local people as well as visitors. Such amenities would also be

attractive to incoming industry and business.

2) Development and sale of local crafts. The sale of items like

cane bottomed chairs, hooked rugs, local cuisine, or patchwork quilts

had the potential of capturing outside tourist dollars. Private

organizations could offer special instruction and training for farm

families who wished to engage in such "cottage industry"!

3) Finding new uses for exhausted industries. Old mining

communities could be the site for tours and exploration of farmer's

mining shafts.

4) Making the community attractive to retirees. Older Americans

represent a substantial source of income for the community in which they

establish their home as many had pensions or social security incomes.

Communities, therefore, were encouraged to make their community more

pleasant and attractive for retirees as well as tourists.

5) Taking advantage of homes or other sites of unique interest.

Hemes with historical significance could be used as tourist attractions.

For example, in the South, many homes were constructed before the Civil

War that, if in satisfactory condition, could be used as attractions for

tourists.

6) Farm resources. Well stocked ponds, lakes, and woods are

alluring to sportsman who could pay farmers for hunting and fishing

rights for their facilities. Vacation farms are also popular, as in a

case in southwestern Michigan. Here, a vacation farm eventually grew

into an outstanding area resort. 187
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Community and Human Capital Development

1) Community Planning

A major factor in bringing about orderly area growth was conmunity

planning, local planning was essential in creating proper relationships

among commercial and local buildings, transportation, housing, and

public facilities. 188 ^ composing and adopting a comprehensive plan, a

community was able to assess present public and private resources in an

effort to ensure organized growth in the future. 189 Zoning regulations

could be adopted to avoid environmental or health hazards when

developing industry. More comonly, zoning was also used to prevent

farm land from being unscrupulously acquired for subdivisions, airports,

factories, etc.

A lack of proper zoning had the potential of becoming a threat

because it left rural areas vulnerable to urban sprawl. Farmers were

vulnerable if their land was unprotected by rural zoning and could be

victims of high suburban taxes which could inevitably drive them out of

business. Planning and its various aspects were thus stressed as they

promoted and protected rural development. 190 Planning and development

agencies also prompted economic development. They did this by assisting

local development groups, promoting ijnprovement of industry and

agriculture, counseling businessmen who sought new plant or firm

locations, and spurring tourism. Several planning agencies contributed

their expertise to pilot county projects. 191

2) Vocational Training

A major concern for advocates of the RDP was the need for

vocational education. With one-half of the young from lew income farm
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families seeking off-farm employment, it was critical that they receive

training which was relevant and marketable. Most of these individuals

worked in offices, factories, or assumed leadership roles elsewhere. 192 .

The RDP recommended that states institute pilot vocational

operations in public schools. 193 ^ addition, the RDP encouraged pilot

counties to utilize state and local vocational training facilities,

local businesses, schools, etc. in an attempt to upgrade the skills of

local labor and expose youth to better vocational training. 194

There were several cases in which RDP counties were successful in

activating vocational programs. In Kentucky, trade school classes were

conducted to help farm people develop certain skills in RDP pilot

counties. The Bureau of Vocational Education was responsible for the

implementation of the program. Vocational agricultural and home

economic teachers volunteered their time to conduct classes. As a

result, over 200 special classes that taught students home & farm skills

took place in these counties. 195 Mobile units were also used in Kentucky

so that teachers and equipment could be taken to isolated parts of the

state for instruction. 196 Classes in welding, electrical wiring,

plumbing, office practices, and vocational agriculture, were held on a

regular basis. 19? m Tennessee, a RDP pilot county utilized locally

furnished equipment and materials to teach youth carpentry skills. The

Tennessee Vocational Education Department also added a trades &

industries teacher to the county's staff. 198

3. Health and Nutrition

Health and nutrition was another priority of the RDP. Thus steps

were taken to educate farm families on matters concernina basic
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nutrition, sanitation, and medical needs. 199 The emphasis was on

preventive intervention. Families were informed, for example, of the

need to seek medical assistance during the early phases of an illness. '

Such practice would save them money and prevented later health

difficulties. They were also taught the importance of meal planning and

sound sanitation practices as a means of fighting disease. 200

Next, lay and professional groups would join together in county

meetings to determine what area services were necessary and how to

obtain them. Procuring health services usually meant extending beyond

the boundaries of the community. Inter-<x)mmunity cooperative efforts

made it easier for small towns to gain access to the use of modern

medical knowledge and technology. 201

In Oklahoma, new health facilities were constructed and nutrition

education was made available in participating counties. Kane

improvement contests were organized and conducted by the South Carolina

RDP.202 to addition to ijppj-oving 1/379 farm ffflnily incoRes ^ the ^
assisted these families in securing medical examinations and treatments,

and obtaining a more substantial food supply.203 t^ sanitary

conditions of their hones and surroundings were also upgraded.
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CHAPTER THREE

CASE STUDIES

Approximately nine pilot counties out of more than 70 are further •

assessed in this thesis. These counties represent different

geographical areas and their local RDP projects varied according to

county needs. Agents who were actively involved with the programs in

these counties were interviewed.

While interviewees were asked a few standardized, open-ended

questions, they were also encouraged to speak freely about the

activities of the programs in which they participated. Information

gained from interviews provided a clearer understanding of local policy

implementation and valuable insights useful for evaluation purposes.

Due to the individual nature of each RDP county program and the

fact that the program existed several years ago, it was not feasible to

administer a formal survey. Questions that were asked required involved

well-defined answers not suitable for close-ended questionnaires. Such

questionnaires would have also failed to account for the lack of

uniformity among pilot county programs.

As the programs took place nearly three decades ago, many of those

who participated in the RDP are no longer living. Contacting those who

were interviewed was a difficult task. There was no systematic method

of obtaining the names of interviewees. Several phone calls were made

to different county extension service offices until an official could

provide information about a potential interviewee.

The interview was structured around, but not confined to, the

following questions:
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1) What type of projects was the county involved with and whatwere the results?

2) What was the step by step process of implementation?

3) Who were the actors?

4) Did the program focus on the small farmer as was intended bytne RDP? if not, who, if any, were the beneficiaries?

5) Do you feel that the main role or purpose of the RDP was thator a change facilitator" needed to combat the affects of
agricultural mechanization?

6) Was the program and its projects "successful?" How so and towhat degree?

HAMBURG COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA
(September 2, 1988 interview with a former RDP county)

The Bamburg County program was fairly comprehensive in nature in

that it centered on soil conservation, field irrigation, marketing,

home improvement and health issues. Three agents were hired for the

Caucasian program by the RDP. Areas of agent specialization included

soil conservation, agronomy, and health related areas. The agent who

handled the RDP program for the Blacks is no longer living. Thus,

information concerning the number of agents employed with this segment

is not readily available.

Many of the area small farmers grew cotton, yet there was a

constant problem with flooding. Drainage programs were thus initiated

by the RDP to improve growing conditions. These programs proved to be

especially beneficial to many small farmers as it provided them a means

to "catch-up" with the larger farmers had adopted these techniques a

decade earlier. Soil conservation and land capacity studies, conducted

by the RDP agents, were useful to farmers as they helped to determine

crop placement and aided in better farm management,
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A local market authority was devised for the purpose to market pole

beans, a local cash crop similar to green beans. The local market

attracted buyers to the community thus freeing farmers from having to

truck their produce to other places to be sold. Not only did farmers

receive better prices for their produce at the local market, but it

allowed them to stay at home where their assistance was needed for

harvesting purposes. This program was very successful for the next

seven years at which time there became a shortage of labor for crop

picking.

Home improvement projects were also conducted under the RDP to

encourage better insulation and sanitation in homes. There were many

categories in these contests, winners of each section were awarded

prizes that had been donated by local merchants. This was also a

popular project that was implemented by the PDP.

Cue RDP agent, who served the county for approximately one year,

observed that many of the local children had serious dental problems.

With the aid of the state health department and two area dentists, she

conducted a fluoridation treatment program for these children.

RDP agents assisted local farmers in securing Social Security

payments by explaining to them the requirements and helping them to fill

out forms properly. RDP agents also stopped a local employee of the

Farmers Home Administration from limiting the amount of capital they

could receive on loan for badly needed fertilizer. Those federal

agencies active in the Bamburg County RDP included the Agricultural

Stabilization Agency, Farmers Home Administration, and the Farm Credit

Administration. The state legislature and the state marketing division
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were also supportive. Merchants, on an individual basis, aided the RDP.

However, most of the business organizations such as the Jaycees, were at

best "luke warm" in their reactions to the RDP. One town organization

actually accused the RDP of being socialist in nature. The churches

were helpful as one minister chaired the local RDP. The black RDP

program benefited from the black community church because it provided a

place for development meetings that were often integrated with church

activities on Sunday afternoons.

Overall, the interviewee had a positive yet realistic attitude

concerning the results of the program. He felt that the goal of

reaching the small farmer was obtained. However, without intensive one-

on-one contact with those in need, it was difficult to show continuous

progress. He was pleased that the program kept many elderly small

farmers afloat for a few more years. While he believed that most of the

agricultural extension efforts were effective, he acknowledged that

other challenges that came a few years later impeded the progress made

by the RDP. Commercial farming techniques, the initial problem that

triggered the instigation of the RDP, would continue to haunt the small

farmer.

SUMMERS COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA
(Interview with former RDP agent Bob Baber, Aug. 21, 1988)

The Summers County program focused on agricultural projects geared

to the needs of small farmers. Projects included a green tomato

project, a dairy cattle start-up program, feeder pig project, and a

strawberry development and marketing project. These were among the

major projects that were implemented, though other ideas that were
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tested as well.

There were many participants in both the dairy calf program and the

strawberry development project as opposed to the other projects which •

did not create as much community enthusiasm. The dairy calf project did

not have the impact on the income of the smaller farmers that was

anticipated. The strawberry development program, which was a state RDP

project, had some positive results. The local RDP agent worked with

small farmers on an one-on-one basis as opposed to conducting formal

meetings. Such meetings did not prove to be an effective way of

reaching local people in need. The RDP agent ordered strawberry plants

for interested parties and made available a packing shed where

harvested strawberries could be stored. A local farmer donated his

truck so that the strawberries could then be taken to the state market

to be sold. Those who participated in the project the first year were

successful as weather conditions were favorable. The strawberry crop

acted as an income booster for these small farmers. The extra income

made from the strawberry crop, though supplemental in most cases,

greatly enhanced the small farmer's household income.

The second year of the strawberry project, there were many new

participants. However, an early frost destroyed the vast majority of

the crop which left many in dismay. Most did not have the risk capital

to continue with the project the following season and their economic

situations did not allow them to take chances with an innovative

project. Despite the fact that capital was made available to them

through the Farmers Heme Administration, many were not willing to

mortgage their homes without some guarantee of success. Those who had
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risk capital, or who were fortunate enough to have stable part-time

employment, could afford irrigation and other investments necessary to

grow strawberries. A few continue to grow strawberries through the

1980's.

While the activities of the Summers County program concentrated on

the smaller, low-income farmer, the lack of program funding, local off-

the -farm jobs, and time that extension agents could spend with their

clients, worked against program effectiveness. Extensive training of

and consultation of these small farmers, on an individual basis, was

necessary in an effort to teach them new techniques in farming and help

them improve home and farm management skills. Unfortunately, the RDP

structure did not provide enough resources, capital or human, to allow

the Summers County RDP agents to meet the many needs of its rural

citizens. Unlike many of the RDP counties, there were few community

organizations and individuals available or willing to offer their

services to the RDP. Thus, all responsibilities of the RDP were left to

the extension agents. THe program could therefore not operate as a

community program as it was intended, making it less effective in its

efforts.

METCALFE COUNTY, KENTUCKY
^Interview with former RDP agent Lucy Forbes (Vocational extension), 9-

The RDP in South Central Kentucky was organized in a district made

up of eight-to-ten counties. Each county had a series of local RDP

clubs which, in many ways, were similar to a community support group.

An old school house was renovated by members to be used for the purpose



of HDP meetings, classes, and recreational events held which were quite

frequently.

In many ways, the county RDP, made up of local club

representatives, behaved as a community action group. For example, due

to the solicited support of the RDP, an education bond was put on the

local ballot and passed. This bond brought about the consolidation of

former one-room school houses in the area. The RDP sponsored efforts to

install a water system in an area city. Before this time, water was

brought into the city from nearby wells or creeks. The RDP was also

responsible for establishing the annual county fair which still

continues to operate. Finally, as a result of RDP action,

electrification was extended to many areas that did not yet have access

to power.

Individual clubs offered extension courses in sewing, food

preservation, and gardening classes to citizens. Tne vocational

extension agent in charge also stressed the significance of motivation

and encouraged members not to limit expectations of themselves or the

comnunity. Members were also informed of the importance of keeping

their children in school.

Farm extension meetings focused on such areas as farm and home

management, budgeting and soil conservation. A soil technician, one of

the RDP agents, was available to teach participants better farming

techniques. Both home and agricultural extension efforts were widely

received by local small farmers.

The RDP area development branch served as a force to attract new

businesses to the area. Led by an RDP economic development agent, this
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program was a precursor to the local Chamber of Commerce who would later

be successful in bringing more industry into the area.

Clubs were to assume the responsibility for their projects.

Members had to work together to plan activities and, in many cases, they

located funding as well. For example, one club solicited funds from the

private sector to pay for community Christmas lighting.

^e RDP county commission and local clubs attracted support from a

wide variety of individuals and organizations. Participants included

the better educated farmers, businessmen, lawyers, judges, airport

officials, business groups such as the Lions Club, the 4-H, and the

churches. While the local RDP club members did not necessarily include

economically deprived rural citizens, according to the interviewee, its

projects and programs did benefit the lower-income rural sector. The

majority of farms in the area, however, were small and self-contained.

A local sewing factory made it possible for many to obtain some

additional income. Thus, due to the uniform size of area farms, most

farmers could benefit from the extension programs sponsored by the RDP.

Finally, by providing the opportunity for citizen involvement in broad

policy development, communities became stronger and more self-

sufficient.

TANEY COUNTY, MISSOURI
(Interview with RDP agent Jon Thacker, 9-8-88)

The Taney County RDP Committee consisted of several sub-<xxrmittees

which were represented at steering committee meetings. Sub cormittees

were created in the following areas: crafts, health, agriculture,

tourism, and education.
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The craft committee helped local craftsmen promote their products.

A craft fair was sponsored once a year so that members could display and

sell their goods. The fair was very successful in terms of product

exposure and in providing craftsmen an opportunity to earn supplemental

income. Craft items were also sold in local tourist shops, to craft

retailers, or sold at roadside markets. The sub-committee helped local

craftsmen create a marketing network. Through the county RDP the Taney

County Tuberculosis Committee was established. This was one of the

responsibilities of the health sub-committee.

The agriculture sub-committee was represented by local farmers.

Balanced farming and home economic extension programs were geared toward

the small farmer. Most farmers in the area were generally part-timers

who sought additional work in other sectors, such as that of tourism.

The tourist sub-committee's major role was to help attract more

tourists to the area. Local businessmen and hotel operators were

involved with the efforts of this sub-committee. The committee printed

a tourist brochure for the area. Local tourist attractions were

solicited to advertise in the brochure. Advertising fees were used to

compensate for the cost of the leaflet. The committee also arranged to

tag a truck-load of trout in one of the local lakes. This was another

attempt to attract tourists as prizes were awarded to those who caught a

tagged fish.

Adult education courses were coordinated by the education sub-

committee. Subjects or course topics were based on community request.

The Missouri State Department of Education paid for the courses and

found an instructor for them often from a college in the area. A motel
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management course, for example, was offered to interested parties.

Hotel managers from the neighboring city of Springfield travelled to the

county to instruct these courses.

Attempts were made by the RDP committee to encourage Forsythe and

Branson (the two major towns in the county) to work together on area

economic development strategies. These efforts, unlike roost of those of

the Taney County RDP, proved to be futile.

In retrospect, the many services provided by the RDP played a large

role in allowing seme smaller or part-time farmers to remain on the

farm. In addition, area tourism provided many of these farms with a

supplementary income. The RDP, as a whole, also made a modest

contribution to the community structure that would later support a major

tourist attraction.

WASHINGTON COUNTY, MAINE
(Interview with former RDP agent Richard Varney—Cooperative Community
development extension—9-8-88)

The Washington County RDP Commission created sub-committees to

concentrate on the development of the local basic economy. Areas of

emphasis included marine resources, agriculture, forestry and

recreation.

The RDP sponsored a variety of projects in these designated areas.

Poultry development and sheep growing programs vvere implemented so that

rural persons could take advantage of this market. This project was

profitable for a few years until marketing conditions changed.

The U.S. Forest Service conducted a study for the RDP, that

depicted the area's capacity to develop tourism and recreation. This
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was beneficial to the recreation sub-conmittee which used the findings

as a guide to recreation development. In addition to promotion of

tourism, the sub-committee attempted to make recreation areas in the

county more accessible. For example, county signs were made and access

to a local lake was developed.

The interviewee did feel that the program reached the low-income

rural people in its effort to help them remain in the county. Yet the

participants in the RDP came from a large cross section of citizens

which included farmers, fishermen, teachers, clergymen, and school

superintendents. This is a strong indication that the RDP policy

implementation goals, which stressed comprehensive community effort and

involvement were met.

According to the interviewee, some of the projects would not have

taken place if the RDP had not been created (for example, the lake

access project) . This is contrary to the theory that most of the

activities taken on by the RDP, would have eventually been handled by

Federal agencies which were already established in the pilot county. In

fact, the interviewee noted that there was very little program guidance

from upper level government. Thus, county leaders were forced to "play

by ear" when determining program goals and activities. The local RDP

cooperative extension office composed and published a county development

plan to be utilized by the community.

The Washington County, Maine program seemed to accomplish, at least

temporarily, some of its initial goals. However, as in the case of most

development programs, extensive progress and change is not an immediate

outcome.
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BUTLER CO. , KENTUCKY
(Interview with former Butler County RDP agent Ben Brown,
9-9-88)

As in the case of Metcalfe County, the Butler County RDP program •

acted as a community support group as well as a coimunity action group.

The two county programs were also organized in a similar fashion.

Initially, RDP agents became familiar with the cxrnmunity and

discovered its natural leaders. Next, meetings were conducted for those

interested and local RDP clubs were formed. Club menbers were conmonly

part-time farmers, teachers, ministers, and merchants. Owners of small

businesses were principal leaders of the local RDP. Clubs sent

representatives to the county RDP meeting while agencies and clubs sent

lay people to the RDP agency ccnmittee. Groups involved included city

and county government, and churches. Civic groups such the 4-H and/or

Future Honemakers of America were significant members.

Once community groups or clubs were organized, a club house or

community center v«s established. Often, an old school house was

renovated or a new building was constructed. Not only was the edifice

used for RDP meetings and functions but it was also used for club and

community meetings, extension workshops, and reception (i.e., weddings,

etc.)
. Conmunity action centered on area clean-ups, amenity and

recreation improvement, agricultural and marketing enhancement, and

water purification.

Clean-up projects began with cleaning up the yards of homeowners in

the community. Painting and sign construction, used for previously

unmarked county roads, were also common activities. Finally, members

cleaned-up old cemeteries that had long been ignored.
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A county park and fair grounds were also established by the county

RDP. This area provided playground equipment and recreation areas, a

baseball field in which Little League baseball was to be played, and a

riding arena for horse shows. While the county fair still continues

today, the fairgrounds have been moved. The original site was sold and

developed.

Agriculture extension concentrated on field drainage. Ditches were

dredged to prevent flooding on fields. A soil conservation agent was

available through the PDP for such drainage projects and general soil

improvement efforts. The PDP also sponsored a farmer's market where

community members could buy produce from local farmers.

The RDP also conducted a county water improvement project. First,

the county extension office performed a study to evaluate the quality of

groundwater. This study was used to determine if a water treatment

plant was necessary as opposed to purchasing water from a neighboring

city. Upon completion of the study, signatures were collected as a

means of showing support for the proposed water treatment plant. Next,

the Farmers Home Administration was solicited by the RDP for assistance.

The FHA financed the treatment plant and the project was completed.

Though the RDP focused on lower income rural persons, it benefitted

the community as a whole. This was true because the majority of

citizens earned low incomes. The program operated on a joint basis in

that it aided both the town and country areas. The major success

stories of the Butler County RDP, according to the interviewee, were

those incidents in which citizens themselves accomplished goals.

Another accomplishment of the Butler County RDP, was its longevity.
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The county RDP program is still active in the 1980 *s. According to Mike

Jackson, presently an agricultural extension agent in Butler county, the

PDP continues to be a community support and action group. The club

house is used for extension and educational workshops (often sponsored

by such groups as 4-H, etc.) community, and civic club meetings. RDP

clubs meet to discuss projects. Club representatives are still sent to

county RDP steering committees which meet on a quarterly basis.

President, vice president, and secretary meet once a month.

Recent RDP projects included water line extension, road

improvements, and general area beautification projects. RDP members

cooperated with the local extension office on a bridge construction

project. The extension office assisted the RDP in applying for "cost-

share" funds which helped finance the bridge. Bluebird boxes were made

by RDP members and sold as part of the Program's beautification efforts.

Several trees were also planted in the community for the same purpose.

Participants represent a mixture of economic classes including

part-time farmers, barbers, factory workers, in addition to civic groups

such as the Chamber of Coimerce. Thus, the program and its activities

catered to the community collectively.

Although the RDP was officially terminated at the end of

Eisenhower's term as president, and despite limited federal funding and

support for rural America in the 1980' s, the Butler County RDP continues

to generate camiunity spirit and action. The continued progress of this

pilot county may be linked, in part, to the community's ability to work

collectively in an attempt to meet its needs. Perhaps former Butler

County RDP agent Ben Brown's comments concerning true success is one of
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the reasons the RDP still plays a major role in the community: in the

program's effort to overcome challenges and obtain goals, it acts as a

support group for its members. This, in turn, tightens and strengthens '

the community network, thus making the process as important as the

outcome.

SANDOVAL COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
(Interview with F. Marcus, 9-20-88)

.

The Sandoval County RDP program appealed to a cross-section of

citizens including farmers, teachers, local lumber company employees,

and highway department employees. The Sandoval County RDP centered on

community and economic improvement. The program was intended to enhance

the living conditions of all rural people as the majority of rural

people in the area had low-incomes.

Sandoval County was composed of several small communities. A RDP

club or organization was formed in each of these communities. Citizens

were enthusiastic about the purpose of the clubs and the opportunity

they provided for community cooperation. The county body submitted

several proposals to the RDP for infrastructure installation and

upgrading. Yet none of the proposals submitted by the county were ever

funded by the RDP, as they never passed the state level screening which

would allow them to be reviewed at the Federal level.

The lack of funding and financial aid for RDP projects disappointed

the interviewee. He believed the RDP was another government program

that made many promises but had very few results. Eventually the

interviewee ceased involvement with the RDP because he felt it was not

effective.
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However, the community clubs continued to function without the aid

of the interviewee. The county committee, made up of club

representatives, was responsible for installing an area water system and »

instigating a fire department. Funds for the projects came from the "

cost-share" program which was separate frcm the RDP. Under the "cost-

share" program, projects were funded by the federal and state government

as well as the community. The on-going activity of the RDP clubs

indicates the necessity for community organization in this county. It

also illustrated the potential impact that a conmunity action group can

have on local development.

TIPPAH COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
(Interview with former RDP agent Ray Sartar, 9-22-88)

.

The Tippah County RDP was organized into several community clubs.

Representatives frcm local clubs would meet monthly at the RDP County

Commission. leaders and RDP agents ensured that everyone was actively

involved in RDP functions. In addition, there was no segregation

between white and black members. Low-income or less-educated citizens

were as much a part of the RDP actions as local merchants, teachers,

professionals, or larger farmers. Some of the organizations that

participated in the RDP was the 4-H, the local Chamber of Commerce, and

the church.

The Tippah County clubs' "aim" was to satisfy three needs:

inspiration, education, and recreation. Inspiration included to self-

reliance, leadership, and goal achievement with some religious

overtones. Education referred to extension and workshops as well as the

formal education system. Recreation included socials, games, and other
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communities functions which appealed to all age groups and sectors.

These three principles were considered essential to meet the needs of

individuals and to develop strong community action group.

Activities of Tippah County continue to be numerous as the local

RDP is still active today. The local RDP had several areas of emphasis

which have varied over the years according to community necessity. The

Tippah County RDP has also had a record of being extremely innovative.

Many of its projects have had major results, yet only those programs

implemented during the Eisenhower years will be reviewed.

The Tippah County agricultural committee made available to farmers

and youth groups, such as the 4-H, a staff of agricultural extension

agents. The extension staff encouraged agricultural mechanization, the

use of herbicides, and was responsible for promoting and marketing

several cash crops in the area. These crops could be produced on

limited acreage. Crops included strawberries, peppers, cucumbers,

onions, and black-eyed peas. The RDP was responsible for contracting

for the sale of these local crops with different companies. Many of

these companies were in states such as Georgia, Arkansas, and

Tennessee. Pepperage Farms, for instance, was one the companies that

had contracts with county RDP farmers.

The Tippah County RDP industrial committee was responsible for

conducting labor and economic studies in an effort to attract new

industry. Surveys would be conducted by ccmnunity members upon request

of a prospective industry. Further information was provided by the

Chamber of Commerce or the county. A special labor study showing skill

compatibility was developed to attract Ripley Shoe products, which is
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still located in the county. The RDP industrial conmittee also aided

the county in hringing in the first dairy plant. Business start-ups

could appeal to the RDP development committee for information concerning

innovation, education, industry, labor or feasibility studies. Finally,

the committee was instrumental in bringing in an area vo-tech center.

The Tippah County RDP industrial Committee also wrote the first

proposal for a county Overall Economic Development Program (OEDP)

.

Twenty thousand dollars in funding was made available for this project

under the Rural Area Development Act. These funds provided office space

and facilities for a full-time economic development staff. This same

office was later adopted by the Federal government which made it a

multi-county development agency known as the North East Planning and

Development Agency. Once acquired by the government, the essence of the

program changed as it was no longer controlled by the "grass-roots"

sector.

County Clubs were able to obtain a public water system through a

grant from Farmers Home Administration that covered 40-50% of the cost.

THe grant money was used to install the system and to apply for a 20-25

year loan which was to be paid for with user's fees.

Tourism was another RDP project that had a considerable impact on

the county. The RDP started a county fair and composed a brochure about

the area. The brochure not only covered recreational facilities such as

boating, skiing, and fishing but town amenities that would be of

interest to .incoming industries. The brochure later won awards for its

composition and appearance at the Mississippi State Fair.

Overall, according to the interviewee, the RDP gave extension
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leaders a "vehicle" that allowed them to perform their duties in a much

more efficient manner. The RDP allowed extension agents to reach more

citizens and gain a close working relationship with them. Yet the RDP

extension agent was careful to involve community leaders and members so

that they had the opportunity to build security and confidence in the

local RDP.

Still active today, the Tippah County RDP conducts workshops or

field days consistent with perceived community needs. Che of the RDP's

more recent accomplishments was an energy proposal in the 1970' s which

outlined how families could save energy at home. The TVA awarded the

Tippah county $5,000 for this project.

ITASCA COUNTY, MN.
(Interview with former RDP agent George Sakas, 10-2-88)

.

The Itasca County RDP took on several activities including

forestry, industrial development, agriculture, and tourism. A variety

of actors were involved from both the public and private sectors. For

example, representatives frcm the Agricultural Experimental Station,

Soil Conservationists, representatives from the Farm Bureau and the

Farmers Union, Milk Producers Association, Cattle Association, the

Chamber of Commerce, 4-H, and churches to some degree. Individuals,

businessmen, merchants, small and marginal farmers (there were few large

farmers in the area at the time) were among the many citizens who

participated in the RDP. Initially, these community members were

loosely organized into groups to define local problems. Various

committees were then formed to handle these problems and needs.

The Forestry Committee was created to find new uses for the
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county's large supply of timber. A study was conducted on certain

species of tinker that were over-abundant in the area. The report

listed several commercial uses for these species. For example, one of •

them was utilized by a small ski manufacturing company which opened in

the county. However, a large local paper company discouraged some of

these endeavors, possibly due to perceived competition. Development of

the Christmas Tree industry was a more successful venture sponsored by

the RDP forestry committee. Twenty-four to 30 persons started the

Christmas Tree business in the area by utilizing unfarmed land. The

industry continues to grow today.

Tourism was another area of focus. Training conferences, assisted

by staff from the University of Minnesota, were held for resort owners.

Skills in such area as accounting and management were taught at the

conferences. The RDP industrial committee, which gathered funds from

citizens to start new businesses and industries, was responsible for

starting a local ski resort. This ski resort continues to operate

today.

In the area of agriculture, studies were conducted on individual

farms to help farmers determine the cost of expansion or modernization.

Farmers were given realistic expectations concerning the potential of

their existing operations. By offering many farmers constructive

guidance, they had the opportunity to decide whether to go part-time,

commercial, or to leave farming all together. Many decided to seek

supplemental employment or to leave their farms as most had small

farming operations. The RDP agriculture committee ran demonstration

farms, for those who remaned in farming, to teach new farming
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techniques. Pasture improvement and the introduction of new crops were

among the areas of interest. Average-sized farms were assisted in

operation expansion. Five of these farms still exist. Finally, a soil •

conservation district was organized by the agriculture committee.

Personnel were hired, with the help of financial aid from the Farmers

Home Administration, to check the soil in the district and to give

recommendations for conserving it.

Home and family development was also an area of interest. Through

constructive guidance, counselling and extension efforts, the Itasca

County RDP agriculture cotmittee was able to function as a change

facilitator, anall farms were inevitably the targeted group because

they made up the majority of area farmers.

A RDP home economics committee was formed with the assistance of

the Home Economics County Extension agent. Topics of concern included

home management, budgeting, and skills needed to be a wiser consumer.

The youth committee and county youth extension agent worked with groups

like the 4-H, to improve the quality of life for young people.

Funds for many of the RDP projects were not given directly to the

community. Instead, projects were obtained from Federal agencies such

as the Farmers Home Administration, the Small Business Administration,

or the Federal Forestry Committee, who often dealt in rural issues.

Tnese agencies were given extra funds earmarked for RDP projects and

were mandated to cooperate with the RDP on both the levels.

When asked what the RDP lacked, the interviewee pointed out the

need for on-going rural development research. Like many other Federal

Rural programs, studies and projects often cease at the end of an
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executive term. Rural research instead should be a continuous effort.
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CHAPTER POUR

EVALUATION

The RDP will be assessed according to the degree in which it

achieved its central goals. These goals included:

1) the program's cormiitment to the plight of the small farmer and
other low-income rural persons;

2) the program's ability to mobilize the efforts of the community,
including businesses, churches, and civic clubs as well as
individuals;

3) accomplishment of incremental economic, human, and community
development and the actual role the RDP played in these
projects;

4) the RDP's part in pilot county long-term economic growth and
development.

1) PROGRAM'S COMMITMENT
"

Upon researching RDP projects, reviewing True Morse's plan, and

interviewing a number of former RDP agents, the RDP's commitment to

small farmers and low income rural persons is obvious. This concern was

manifested in the focus of RDP projects.

Agriculture extension was made applicable to small scale farming.

For example, as mentioned earlier, the Pulaski-Alexander, Illinois RDP

extension agents assisted farmers in producing commercial crops which

had high yields yet required little acreage. In addition, RDP agents

recognized the need to provide rural off-the-farm employment

opportunities for part-time farmers as well as low-income rural

citizens. By promoting tourism, value-added production, and industrial

development, RDP agents hoped that these groups could continue to live

in the county. These actions were also evidence of the RDP's desire to

preserve rural living.
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True Morse, Under Secretary of the USDA, was sincerely committed to

the fate of the small farmer. As discussed in Chapter 1, the policy's

commitment to low-income rural citizens was genuine even though funding

was limited and among established groups it found little constituent

support. Had the emphasis been altered by Morse and other RDP

administrators, the RDP may have captured support frcm interest groups

like the Farm Bureau. Despite pressure, this RDP principle was upheld.

Finally, according to interviewees, low-income rural persons and

small farmers were the central concern of the RDP. Project emphasis and

achievement reflected this concern. For example, the RDP programs in

Washington Co., ME, Taney Co, MO., and Bamburg Co. S.C., were successful

in efforts to help rural citizens and farmers to continue to farming or

to remain in the county.

2) MOBILIZATION

The RDP was very successful in mobilizing community action. This

was especially true in those types of counties, discussed earlier, that

had some economic diversification (including commercial agriculture)

.

Many of the RDP counties were "ripe" or conditioned to take on the

responsibilities of the RDP. For these counties, community

interdependence, organization, and action was necessary and a bit

natural. The RDP simply afforded communities a formal organization

which gave members the opportunity to mobilize ideas. Another

development program like the RDP would have, had similar results.

The RDP did bring about comprehensive community organization for

the first time in some communities. This was evident in the Butler Co.,

Kentucky and Sandoval Co., N.M.. In fact, RDP groups still continue to
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meet without governmental RDP support as the structure offered a means

for community support and action.

The RDP mobili2ed a cross-section of individuals and

organi2ations. Merchants, teachers, and better educated farmers were

commonly members. With the exception of the church, civic, business,

and non-profit organizations were limited in number and rarely

participated in the RDP. Citizens usually became members on an

individual basis. The RDP' s efforts to include small farmers and lower

income people were not always fruitful (with the exception of Tippah,

MS.). Many did become recipients of RDP activities as the projects

usually centered on their needs.

In those counties that were less integrated, both economically and

socially, the RDP' s efforts to mobilize carmunity efforts were very

limited. As in the case of Summers Co. W.V., and Hamburg Co., S.C.,

program organization and planning was the responsibility of RDP agents.

3) ACCOMPLISHMENT OF DEVELOPMENT/ROLE OF THE RDP

The incremental accomplishments of the RDP were numerous. This was

especially true in those areas where members had some risk capital and

intensive, long-term extension efforts were required for change.

In several cases, as suggested by Paalberg in Chapter 1, RDP

projects could have been accounted for solely by Federal agencies. He

argues that the RDP was not always necessary and that some changes would

have occurred in any case. As noted by Taney Co., MO. and Sandoval Co.,

N.M. agents, this was true to a degree. Financing and additional

technical assistance often came from other agencies and programs.

Because the RDP had limited resources and funds, its major role was to
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initiate action and volunteerism. The education bond passed in Butler

Co.
, Kentucky would most likely not have been raised without the

momentum it gained from the RDP. According to the Washington Co. , Maine '

RDP agent, without the RDP, some activities, such as infrastructure

related projects, would not have occurred.

Incremental success in some counties was dependent upon the action

and leadership of RDP extension agents. Both Summers Co., W.V. and

Bamburg Co., S.C., were examples of these types of counties. lack of

community support may have limited the outcome of RDP projects as well

as confine the scope of the program to the farm and home unit. All

county agents that were interviewed reported at least one project

failure, ineffectiveness in reaching all community members, and a lack

of funding needed to implement RDP projects. Results were, therefore,

mixed at best.

4) LONG-TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Measuring the long-term success of any development program is

difficult. While many examples of tangible progress can be cited,

including cases of infrastructure improvement, development of a cash

crop or a factory, quite often, results are intangible. Intangible

accomplishments may include human capital development, like gaining

skills needed for community organization, support, and action. Both

tangible and intangible results are only one portion of the overall

integrated development process.

The RDP was not designed to induce long-term growth, development,

and change, it merely tried to enhance the existing situation in a

county. Unlike in the 1930's, development forces such as public
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industry projects or jobs, outside resources, or even considerable

government funding, were not a part of the RDP development strategy. In

many regards, this left the program with little authority and ability to <

bring about development.

The role of the RDP in long-term, extensive development was

circumstantial and fragmented at best. However, its significance in

many counties should not be underestimated. Development of a community

is similar, in some respects, to the growth and development of a child.

Several factors contribute to a child's maturity. Some factors are more

influential than others, but all have a part in the incremental growth

progress. For example, teaching a child to read is a major

accomplishment, but can a child concentrate on learning if he has a

tooth ache or requires glasses? The development of a child is extremely

complex, to take away even one small variable could alter the course of

his growth.

The development of a community is also contingent upon many factors

and while a strong economy is perhaps the major force behind growth,

other factors contribute to development. Before industry can be

situated in a community, infrastructure, utilities, and qualified

workers are needed. By assisting communities in accomplishing these

tasks, the RDP played a part in the integral process of area growth.

The development of intra-coimiunity bonds and relationships was, in

some regards, the most substantial opportunity afforded to many

communities by the RDP. This is true in that community support offers

local citizens a refuge during economic crises and government cut-backs.

A strong community network may also be the only source for mobilization
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and action. As noted earlier in the interview with former Butler Co.

RDP agent, true success occurred in those situations when community

members, themselves, accomplished goals.

THE RURAL AMERICAN CRISIS OF THE 1980 'S

In the 1980's, this scenario has now become the cliche of the
agricultural sector in this country. American agriculture faces a
crisis. It is a crisis of lost market shares, low farm prices,
high production costs, high interest rates and changing government
P°licyLand the price paid is the loss of large numbers of family
farms.

^

U4

As in the 1950' s, the rural America of the 1980's is experiencing a

crisis of change. Poor agricultural and energy markets, coupled with

limited state and federal rural aid, has paralyzed several rural

communities. The essence of rural America is threatened by the decline

of the more traditional farm population and further net out-migration.

Hobby farms which comprise most of the part-time small farms in the

1980's are not at risk. Instead, the rural crisis of the eighties has

put the family farms in danger.

Unlike the 1950's, manufacturing has evolved as the largest

employer in rural areas. Thus, the future and livelihood of many small

towns is contingent upon their ability to make a transition from a

primarily agricultural service economy to that of manufacturing. 205

The conservative attitude in Washington left states, localities,

and the private sector responsible for many programs and needs with

little Federal funding. The present political philosophy, federal

budget shortages, and a desire by Washington to instill competition

among public agencies and programs, impedes coordination and efficiency

among governmental agencies. 206 ^ challenging economic times and

limited public support has crippled many small towns and rural areas.
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I) Historical Background

American farmers entered the 1980' s buoyant with confidence. The

"Global 2000 Report", published by the U.S. Government, was extremely

optimistic. The report predicted that the global demand for food would

greatly increase and that prices would double. 207

High expectations encouraged farmers to expand their operations.

They were confident that increasing their land value would provide a

sufficient borrowing base for the following year. Instead, the farm

economy began to collapse as interest rates rose sharply, driving up the

value of the dollar and reducing foreign demand for farm exports,

farmland prices and farm commodities plummeted. 208 This was due to

increased world production of not only grain but oil and natural gas.

Because rural economics were often dependent upon energy and farm

incomes, they were severely affected by increased global production. 209

Deregulation of both the banking and trucking industries, under the

Reagan Administration, has also had negative affects on the rural

economy. For example, deregulation of banking facilities has brought

about consolidation of rural banks with larger, urban-based banking

institutions. While consolidation may bring about more efficiency,

there may be reluctance on the part of these institutes to invest in

rural areas. There is also a question as to whether or not the urban-

based financial institutes are prepared to deal with the boom/bust cycle

so common in rural areas. 210 Those small towns dependent upon

railroads to export goods were affected by the deregulation of

transportation. However, it has been argued that the trucking industry

has grown since deregulation has become less expensive. Trucking has
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thus "taken up the slack" for the railroads in many instances. 211

Finally, because of the strong U.S. dollar in the early 1980' s and

long term trends, rural manufacturers, (as well as other U.S.

manufacturers), lost much of their market to foreign suppliers. 212 jn

addition, many US manufacturers went overseas for cheaper labor. The

earlier forecast, concerning the agricultural economy, therefore proved

erroneous.

Due to these factors the farm population declined substantially in

the 1980's (approximately 49% between 1980 and 1985). See Figure 1,

U.S. Farm Population from 1960-1980, yet production levels did not

change. 213
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FIGURE 4-1, U.S. FARM POPULATION, 1960-1980
(Source: The Embattled Farmer , 1987, p. 24")

The median age for the family farmer is 36.5 which is somewhat

higher than the average age of U.S. citizens, 31.4. Out-migration of

young rural adults accounts for part of this difference. Few young

adults find it financially feasible to either take over their parents

farm operation or begin one of their own.

Over one million of those American families still in farming were

dependent upon off-farm rural jobs for a large part of their annual
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income in 1984.214 The amount of hobby fanners or those who farm less

than two days a week on farms under 50 acres and earn almost all their

income from outside employment215 is not indicated in this estimate.

Hobby farmers farm to gain the virtues of rural lifestyle. 216 Profits

are limited, hobby farmers usually sell less than $10,000 in produce a

year. 21 "? Hobby farmers represented a substantial portion of American

small farms beginning in the 1970's, and continuing at a rapid rate

through the 1980's. 218 in fact, hobby farmers made up 70% of the 2.3

million U.S. "farming" operations in 1986. 219 Thus, while the number of

large and medium-sized farms decreased in the 1980' s, those hobby farms,

with sales of less than $1000 rose. 220

II) Rural Policy and the Political Environment in the 1980's

The Reagan administration has maintained a policy of dual

federalism during the 1980's. Farm policy, as in the case of several

other administrations, has been the overriding force in rural policy.

For the most part, responsibility and funding for rural development,

like so many other domestic issues, has been transferred to the private

sector, states, localities, and competing public agencies.

Among the farm bills passed during the 1980's are Payment-in-Kind

(PIK)
,
and the 1985 Farm Bill. The PIK program encouraged farmers not

to cultivate seme of their acreage. In return they received grain from

governirent storage. Seventy-eight million acres were enrolled in this

program which cost $10.7 billion dollars, yet the farm economy continued

to collapse. The 1985 Farm Bill offered subsidies to farmers but did

not increase price supports. It is argued that lower price supports

are essential in making American agricultural products more attractive
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for exportation. 221

An office of Rural Development Policy was established in 1981 only

to be abolished in the mid-1980's. The office's major objectives were

to compare rural development strategies, coordinate rural development

efforts within the USDA as well as other federal departments and private

agencies. In addition, the office was to operate the Area Development

Assistance Grant program and act as the Executive Secretariat for the

National Advisory Council on Rural Development. 222

The purpose of the National Advisory Council on Rural Development

was to indicate rural problems and to support administration efforts in

rural development. Membership was made up of a group representing

farmers, agri-business, educators, and others form all regions of the

nation. 223

In 1983, the Reagan administration sent Congress a document

outlining its rural development policy entitled Better Country; A Rural

Development Strategy for the 1980's . The policy act was disappointing

to many of its sponsors because it severely limited Federal

involvement. 224 According to the policy, the private sector was

expected to create the tax base, jobs, and income essential to solving

the crises in Rural America. 225 The policy was also compatible with the

"trickle down" theory of economic development. 226 p^ stated in Richard

Long's work, it:

. . . encouraged untargeted, market-directed economic growth. This
preference for development through private initiative, with neither
governmental encouragement nor interference translates into a
policy of reducing the number and size of public programs for ruraldevelopnent and strengthening the Nation's economy as a whole. Thegrowth of the entire economy, it [was] presuned, [would] be sharedfully by rural areas . .

."227
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This helps explain why a considerable amount of federal funding was

used to "bail-out" individual farmers through such programs as PIK and

the 1985 Farm Bill. Yet few funds were made available to communities

for over-all development strategies. Policy makers believed that aiding

the individual would also save his community yet the deregulation of

banking and transportation had mixed results.

Consistent with dual federalism, assistance to states declined and

federal revenue sharing was abolished leaving states with tight

budgets. 228 Federal loans and spending for rural development were

reduced. Despite the fact that states and localities were already over

burdened, formal policies and systematic strategies for rural

development, for the most part, were to be taken on by the State

government. The federal government refused to take a legitimate role in

rural development and failed to supervise or critique the state and

local rural policies. 229

In addition to taking little action, the Reagan administration

instilled competition, as opposed to cooperation and communication,

between governmental agencies and among the different levels of

government. Competition, as in the private sector, was perceived as

healthy and would promote innovation. 230 Thus, measures to harmonize

intergovernmental (vertical) activities and horizontal (between public

agencies) efforts were limited. This was despite the fact that such an

approach to decision making did not control for duplication of

activities.

While the job of the Office of Management and Budget was to

vertically coordinate policies among departments, its staff was too
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small to effectively perform this task. As noted earlier, the Office of

Rural Development played a passive role of harmonizing programs. 231

Vertical coordination that affected rural development was also

curtailed during the Reagan years. During the 1980' s "ad hoc' multi-

state development regions which coordinated area programs, were

abolished (with the exception of the Appalachia Regional Commission and

the Tennessee Valley Authority) . Multi-county districts, which

coordinated activities among counties, had little or no formal control

over the localities they served. Finally, most planning grant programs

that assisted communities in applying for various government aid, were

terminated

.

2 32

III) The RDP as a Development Tool in the 1980's

Upon brief review of the 1980's political environment, parallels

and contrast can be drawn between the 1950' s and the 1980's. In both

cases a conservative executive administration dominated Washington.

Federalism was discouraged as the private sector at the "grass-roots"

level was expected to handle rural affairs. Rural policy in both

instances, therefore reflected the "laissez faire" outlook of both

administrations

.

The Eisenhower administration, however, did create a Federal Rural

development program. While conservative in scope, policy designers

recognized the need for an active program that facilitated community

support, action, and change. The Reagan administration, on the other

hand, has made little attempt to implement, coordinate, or finance

rural development. Merely passing on the authority to a deregulated

private sector and the already over-burdened states and localities
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without supervision does not suggest a remedy. As demonstrated by RDP

policy makers, conservatism does not offer an excuse for

irresponsibility or unacoountability. Instead, conservatism defines

boundaries in which policy solutions can be designed and implemented.

1) Utilizing RDP policy Strategies in the 1980'

s

A. Coordination and Organization

One of the most important accomplishments of the RDP was to provide

a clearinghouse for ideas from local citizens and leaders. The Rural

Revitalization Plan of 1988 is attempting to do this, too. Coordination

between the public agencies, local government, and private sector was

essential. By establishing conmittees at all levels of government and

by earmarking agency funds for rural development, the RDP promoted

cooperation. For example, as mentioned by George Sakas, former RDP

agent in Itasca, MN., it was mandatory that various agencies send

representatives to state level meetings in addition to local ones.

These actions helped to create strong communications, prevent

duplication of programs, and better utilize resources. The RDP suggests

a plausible alternative to the competitive approach of the Iteagan

administration.

The many examples of successful RDP development projects are proof

that the coordination of public and private efforts is an effective,

less wasteful approach to implementation. These examples may be found

in many of the short-term goals accomplished by the RDP such as

infrastructure installation, new approaches in agricultural extension,

and developing new industry. Some of these are more applicable to the

1980's rural situation than others. Perhaps the more important projects
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were those that allowed the RDP to play a successful role as change

agent and community maintenance.

B. Change Agent

One of the most crucial contributions a program can make is

community maintenance. As demonstrated by many county RDP programs, an

all-encompassing community organization can provide an essential support

group for citizens. Such community organizations offer social

maintenance, and emotional support that provides temporary refuge for

many, especially during an economic crisis.

Considering the crises of the 1980' s, an active program, like the

RDP, could have been used to facilitate change. Project ideas borrowed

from the RDP might include vocational and technical training for

alternatives in employment, planning and agricultural zoning, resource

analysis, developing new cash crops, and general economic development.

Industrial development strategies might include value-added production,

attracting new industry, aiding start-ups and building infrastructure

suitable to industry.

2) Consideration in Adopting RDP Policy Strategies

While the RDP offers various policy options, there are several

issues that must be considered in applying such policy approaches in the

1980 f s. Policy makers should be aware of the many contrasts between the

two eras and, thus, must adjust policy strategies accordingly. The

following sections address pertinent economic and political factors and

theories which should be considered in RDP policy application.

a) Under the RDP, economic development strategies centered on

the community and local resources. Yet as the market place extends
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beyond national borders, is deregulated, specialized, and becomes more

complex, one must question the ability of a micro-economic development

approach to penetrate a macro-economy. As a result, smaller local

businesses, government, and community organizations are less potent and

in many cases, struggle to overcome such ominous economic forces. 233

b) In addition to the shrinking authority, a locality may have

in the marketplace, many communities have received limited public funds.

Yet, is providing funds to seme communities and small towns feasible due

to budget shortages? Alternatives may include:

1) Concentrating limited public dollars in "growth

centers" may be one option. 234 rhe g^^ center theary^^ that

states and regions should concentrate limited public dollars in larger

towns or centers where there is a "critical mass" of people. Thus, as

opposed to decentralizing finite resources, planning, infrastructure,

and development funds would be pooled together and used in areas where

they will be most effective and benefit more people. 235

2) On the contrary, it has also been argued that the

growth pole theory is erroneous. This is based on the fact that many

small towns in rural areas are now manufacturing centers as opposed to

marketing ones. 236 Under^ notion ^^ ^^ ccmnun
.

ties ^^
continue to strengthen and diversify their manufacturing base. The

coimunity and the private sector (e.g., bankers) would be essential in

this effort. Public efforts would be essentially helping in the areas

of employee training (including financing, marketing, or technical

skills) and in providing community leaders with consultation. 237

c) Considering the situation in rural America in the lS80's,
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should the total responsibility of rural development be placed in the

care of the UBDA?

Failure by the Federal, State, and Regional governments to deal

more effectively with the rural crises will lead to deterioration of

many small towns, and a substantial decrease in the number of "family

farms", and continued rural out-inigration.

By providing aid to farmers through such programs as PIK, as

opposed to investing some in the rural communities themselves, small

communities will no longer be able to afford public facilities,

extension, and economic development programs (including those located in

the periphery of the growth centers) . Deregulation will continue to

hurt smaller family farmers and small rural businesses. This will be

the case because larger, urban-based financial and business

institutions who bought up home-owned institutions, will be more

reluctant to invest in rural communities. As family farms and small

businesses continue to dwindle in number, so will that of the service

sector. The private sector, which has been depended upon to take care

of community maintenance can no longer be counted upon because it will

no longer be as vibrant as in previous times.

CXit-migration to urban areas has serious consequences in that many

urban employment pools cannot absorb migrants in their work-force. Many

rural people may also lack the necessary skills needed to obtain gainful

employment in these areas. Policy-makers must consider the option of

creating a responsive rural development policy today, or dealing with

aggregated urban economic and social problems tomorrow.
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ABSTRACT

Rural America in the 1980's has been challenged by many of the same

forces it did in the 1950's. These include, for example, a collapse in

the agricultural economy and net out-migration. In both periods, a

Laissez Faire ", decentralized political philosophy dominated the White

House. Heavy reliance was thus placed on the private sector as opposed

to that of the public. The analysis of rural policy ideas and

implementation techniques in the 1950's may therefore provide valuable

policy strategies for the 1980* s.

The Rural Development Program (RDP) , instigated under the

Eisenhower Administration in 1955, was the first comprehensive rural

development program sponsored by the Federal government. The RDP

offered solutions to the rural crises of the 1950's that were consistent

with the current political and economic views. The principles of the

RDP stressed the use of both the private and the public sector and

reserved "grassroots" control. Due to the historical parallels between

the 1950's and the 1980's, many of the RDP concepts, policy solutions,

and implementation strategies should be considered and studied in

addressing the rural crises in the 1980's.
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